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We furntsh hundreds of tomes yearly with One
rialto* and organs, and allow cus-
tomers to pay in small month-
ly or quarterly payments.
Steinway & Sons,
Oils of every Moll Including ftH IRW IN a WI L.LI • lila' CICLEMIR•TKD Pa I Nrrs, Pate
nt Medidnes, Iand stork of the best octant.. in all departments of the tr
ade, at the lowest prices. Drugs, Palate and Decker Brothers
the best wad must popular Lc mock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment. Hanes Brothers,
.aaufactured to order in any Quantity A sure and I. nwaisidy. Eric-a-Brae, Novelties sod Holiday
..loods • apectolty
LA CU -PI .•A
pliriNO
La-cu-pl-
and other blood rtmethes
prove conclusively that I
stands witiund a peer. W
claim for 1-a-eu-pt-a
lufall.tillty kr any disc-Jute ft,
Which it IS recommended, and a failure 1
any case le utter.y lmINwslle. °scene, St-ro
ula. Syphilis, I i e vt ry stago, Chronic Rhea
Ham, Kunn:ng Sores, Firers, Swellings
Abseesses caused by Hip Disesaies or l'arie
Invisible Parasites. all ati‘ry Skin I/kenos
and unnatural tliste:ia:gt 0 ,,.re ininicillatelv
sint tilled by Ls-co-pi-a and apt's:the eu
s the Inevitable resul
" For seven year). I wax almost one mass
rruption. Deep angry sores had eaten Jou
my back-brine, my body arid hods, we
vereti with wires, say lips, Dose slid t h ma
rtlally destroyed by them, given up to dl
y the best phy idelansof Columbus. Weigh
al but eighty pounds, reduced to the verge o
he grave, thought I was dying. I then too
L.a-cu.pi.a.. noth I nit else r• took 3',/ bottles. Al
y sores are healed and I sin as well as eve
it my life and weigh 125 pounds."
M Rs. 51 AGO IP; II A RPER,
125 W. Court $t. CoLrancs,Ottio.
Sold by all druggists and dealers. $1.1.10 pc
Kittle. 6 for 115.00. Send for for. Hartnierc
took, "The Illsoot te."sent free, and "('on
channel Physician." on receipt of 15 eenta_
04. it. It A RTM AN & etdurnbtsa, 0
re.ro.na, man-a-tin ant La-elepa., are sold
at Wholesale and Retail by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
ARBUCKLES'
name on a package of COFFEE Is a
guarantee of excellence
ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept in all first-class
Motes from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
Is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy t hie brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
111111.111UVIEDUNTRIO
Iv over Natt • Menem Dinertbetwil
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
IL•S•L:
,LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CORP 'Y
I Ineerporated in 1565 for 25 Tears 'iv the Leva-
1 lature for Educational and k haritahle purposes
i with &capital of $1.000,000-to hie, a reserve
fund of (over 115114,000 lies once bern added.
By an overwhelming/ popular vote its trab•
chime wiis made a van of Die present mate Con •
*Siltation adopted December II a D.
The only Lottery ever ma,' on stool indorsed
lit the oemple of ally Mate.
It. *Unita Mille f4IINIber lairinea
tugs take lases leoathle. *ail Ii,.'raid Spoil.
V1011011 Ill-ett Itig• tog1114111 Pteil ill% 1101111101
,, 11011 1111d 110011111/1
WP tie Perstly sorilly Mai we stiperviee the
artimi.p..a. fur all lit. Monody sail 5ow-
AIII14111 itraelaia el how 1.outsiamit *tate 1.01.
Cuteltaltr, IOW is Person iltairSipi tot4 etia-
Hui the Orawimesthowitel yes, sad Mat thesnant
Ire calliluctoil with honesty, !wares, awl is
rod faith toward all parties, sad as authuross
the Company to use thui nertileate, with Ha-
of our signatures attached, um its saver.
tmements."
Ciesniseleel•ners.
We the undersigned Bank. •oil Bankers will
pay all Price., drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries a hit la nuav he presented at olir coup.
tera 
while on a spree.
.1. H. 061.1:11111V, A dead man was found sitting in hie
Pre•. 1.eistislana Nalliestal Rank.
P. LANAI x, 
wagon In the middle of the sat et in
Pres. *tate National Rank, Tullahoma, Tenn.
A.BALDW1N. I A tire in I.ittle Rock destroyed $25,-
Pees. New Orleans National Rank.
000 emelt of cotton mod about $34o,reei
worth of buildingoo.
CONDENSED NEWS. wv. .1. L. SleNalr, Evansville, hoc. THE GRAND FINALE, 
ernowd and scattered it. When their anis
aceepted eall to the College street
clubs with terrible effect, and within
toomiltion watt reliatode I they used their
Presbyterian chili-chid Louisville.
SPIES, ENGEL, Ellel'HER AND PAR• rive minute* after the explosion of the
A subseription paper for tile Midland' bomb the street was full ot writhing,
road has started In Nashville, and up to 
SONS ARE EXECUTED.
date $100,000 has been subiterllied.
Mrs. Mark ilopkies, the widow of*
twenty-timea millimieire, has been mar-
ried to A. P. Searle, of New York.
There were twenty-one fire alarms in
fifteen hours ho St Louis ton Thuraday
oight, ter per cent. beteg ineendiary.
Fielder) and Selowah have been been
put too a ork. Fielden in the etone de-
part mem end Schee' hi the kitchen.
Gov. euckner has granted n pertion
tot Albert Grayson, the otie-thmett-rror
of tilt penitentiary, who loot trimmed.
A United States ex pro's s ineloaroiger
has been arrested itt liattatinoga ii. the
charge of robbilig registered packages.
Thu.. II. Kercht vas, limy or of Nash-
ville, resIgited anti ass elected to th.
Hoard of Public Works Thureisly night.
The losses by the great fire in Evans-
ville aggregate $341,MI; insurance
$101,004). Rebuilding will iwgisi at
Congremman Teethes., of this elate,
was anionic the first to report to the
House polio lice at Washington as in
low ii.
A Taylor trinity poser went aft*r one
Robent Underwood to arrest him, and
ailing him out of the house, shot him
A fisherman near I 400leV II Ic suit: filed ii„.„.
to eacape ail imaginary &smash'.
A tourteeti-year told Inly mar Brook.
'lie Y. M. I:. A conveution of Ken- lyn, III., set fire to a ti.tki oh 'vase and
tucky met in Louisville TiourodAy. was himself honied fii death by the
fiamea
The general 00tilleil ilf Louisville has
overridden the mayor's veto and de-
clares ill favor of the gas company's
charter.
A NI emphie cotton warehouse and 520
bales of tome were consumed by fire on
There are thirty-nine indietmente , lassFriday . TAWS, $275,000; insuranee,
against A Inbaina's ex-State Treasurer. $200,100.
Evsiiuii'ii it' is to have it V.110,000 (VON •
Judge Melvin Lowry, of Nicholasville,
is dead.
Brownlield's shortage has been placed
at POO.
Local option has been tiefeatetl in
Union county.
Fielder, and Schwab were taken to
Joliet Saturday.
The Ohio Valley road his been com-
pleted to Prineetou.
Owensboro is about ready to ropen her
telephone excliatige.
A new post-Aire has been established
I in Maggottiii eomity.
St. Peter, M litui., has been de atroyed
by tire, Los., $100,000,
A eluild iii Imulaville war run over by
a hack awl fatally Injured.
McCosit has resigned the I resi-
dency 0( PrIreelkni College.
'I lie atmosphere at Memphis is unite
Ii tom smoke of Trri4V li roe.
W. H. Bond, a Memphis lawyer, was
sent to jail (or packing a jury.
Ati Atlanta nOinsti SOO her boy to
medical studente tor thesection.
Crown Prince Frederick VS'illiam's
condition is considered hopeless.
Mrs. Kite M. Breckenridge, wife of
Judge R. J. Breckenridge, is dead.
No change in the strike among the
book and job printers of Louleville.
A burglary was committed in open
dav on Market street ill Louisville.
Seventy-live moo were arrested in
London as a result of the riot Sunday.
Fifteen driipri st:ties broke out [lie
Taidi gall, I. T.. jail last Friday night.
Great fears are entertained of a water-
taut ii, e in «marel and southern IllillOie.
A. S. Hatch At l'o , New- York. have
suspended. Liabilities otteout $1,000,000
The citirens of New York are prepar-
Louie Litong, the Chicago anarchist, 
'floe report routes from Nailville that
committed suicide Tiouredsy morning. gold-bear:Mg quartz has been oliwbvered
in great .1u:willies on it. farm in Cheat-
ham county.
Ueited States Marshal Gross Mut serv-
ed notice of the suit of Indiana against
Kentucky for the poem salon of Green
river island.
A Louisville saloopiist Ina disappear-
ed. lie drew $400 pentium money and
stetted home, after a hich monolog Is
seen of him.
Ing for a centemoial telebration lit lee*.
'Ole town 01 Hay esville, near Wichita,
Kits., has hetet emtirely oleeeroyed by
fire.
4' %HI. KOHN,
Pre.. 1 alleys National Rank.
C.'U. Grand Semi-Annual Drawing
Proscriptions CarefullyCompoutted J.AND OTHERS. 
In tile Academyuof M sic, 1 INew rlealle,
Tilesil Irecerreser 13, l'ss7.
any boor Or the Ihs. yaorir Night Purvey CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
H. B. GARNER,
Snec.'esorti, aiah $14.1
Change in Business
Being deFirous of making a
change in my business about
Jan. 1, '88, I have determined to
sell BOOTS and SHOES for the
next sixty days cheaper than
they have ever before been of-
fered in Hopkinsville
NOTE THE REDUCTIONS.
Ladies' F. K B. Shoet;$4, formerly $5.00
Ladies' Cur Shoes 3.50 " 4.00
3.00
2.50
2.00
Ladies' "
Ladies'
Ladies'
4: it
• It
2.50
2.00
1.50
it
I.
56
The best $2.50 Boot in the world.
Elcilth Sim Store
No. 3 Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
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We want to double our Cloak business this month. Although we are now selling
Cloaks for less thap can be bought elsewhere, we have dec
ided to offer 10 per cent.
reduction from marked prices for all Cloaks bought in November.
 All goods marked
in plain figures, deduct 10 per cent. from marked price and you
 have the figures that
buy the garment. We claim to show a larger stock, more nov
elties that can be found
elsewhere. We handle the celebrated “LESTER" sponge
d Seal Plush Cloaks.
We have been in business here only sixty days, Our business is constantly
showing an increase-onee a customer always a custo
mer. We offer go(xls at such
privets that no careful housewife can afford to pass us by 
when out shopping. You
get the same attention whether you are looking or buy
ing. We stand ready at all
times to refund money it' you are not satisfio4 with your pu
rchase. We will offi.r
some great bargains this month. it will pay you to 
inspect our stock. Samples cheer-
fully famished.
Bassett & Co.,
Niw YORK OFFICE: No. 4, North Main Street.
No. 56, Worth St., Room 3.
0 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0000000
0000
- 
-
SPECIAL-We will place on sale Friday mo
rning a ladies wool boucle jersey, vest
front, coat back, black and seal brown, all sizes, from 34 to 42, and will sell at the low
price of .58. The jersey is cheap at $1.00. Every lady should have one for a house
jacket.
IMPORTANT TO EVERYBODY!
We are now receiving our second large arrival of fine,
MERCHANT TAILOR CLOTHING. made up in the latest
styles, out of the finest imported fabrics. Frelich, En-
glish, Scoch and Irish Worsteds, Tricot's, Corkscrews &c.
&c. We will take pleasure in showing these goods, and
naming prices that will insure sales. We keep up with
the latest Paris, London and New York styles and can
'down" them on fine goods as to prices The flu ms that
buy the most, pay promptly, sell for cash and have the
lightest expenses, can certainly sell goods the cheapest.
Money and experience enable us to get them cheap; CASH
WILL GET THEM FROM US CHEAP Call and be con-
vinced. Thanking our friends for liberal patronage we
are
Theirs Truly,
1=1"YM & Vir.A.111101V,
MICONaliC.11417111117311X4C4MEIL
2 Doors from Bank of Hopkinsville.
Garner's-:-City-:-Pharmacy,
No. 7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky,
--k)ne of the largest and moat elegant edifices in the city,
New and Complete in All Its Departments.
H 111. (earner, of toe old arm of (Ash St Garner, who for many years 'd the leading 
drag trade Is
Western Kentucky, having purchased Dr. fitsh•N interest, is now sole p
roprietor atlas Dew house.
still use all his ex seraace sod ability to inerearw. If poissible, the high r
eputation et the old arm to, fah
deallog. curapetesey aid reliability, by Seeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
AND MOHOG.SN1 1'.4111:11 .
RE1611111N1i M 4 DE To ORDER.
011011S1SHONINCER.HAMILTON.ESTEY.
D. II. BALDWIN & CO.,
236 Z'o-artli Ave..
Louisville, : : Ky.
Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
ting Room, Library and Hall
100,000 TIcket•al Twenty Dollar.
each. Halves 1110: Quarters 115;
'remake $S: Twenlisth•Ill•
Liar Paula.
I Capital Prtze of 1320,000
1 Grand of 100.0100
1 " " of 50.00u
Large Prizes of 25.000
of 10.000
Prizes of
1.000
100 "
300
MIS " INM
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
1300,000
100,000
:4,000
t:NUOU
211,000
2...000
25,0o0
50,t1U0
010,10)11
100,01111
IOU Prizes of $500 approxi ins ling to
jacv,000 Price are Si0.000
100 Prizes of 113X1air..roxilliatillif to
8100,000 Prize are 30,000
100 Prize* of *Sin approximating to
1150.000 Prize Sr.' /0.000
Taltals AI. rkILEP.
Proes of 1 ti .leeideal by 1100,000
Prize are 1100,000
1,01e Prizes of $100 decided by 1100,000
Prize are 100,000
- -
3,111; prizes amccinting to $1.051 Of O
Application for rates to clubs should be made
only to the office of the Company in New Or-
leans.
For further information write clearly giving
full address. Postal Notes, It:sprees) Money Or-
ders,or New 1 ork Ischange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Expreas at our es penisc ad-
dreireed
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
Address Registered Letter. to
NSW 011LEANZI NATioNAl. BANK,
New (Artesia. Le.
A lunatic in Chicago /tearing of
Lingg's onitede, took out a razor and
cut hie own throat.
The large stock yards of the Kentucky
and I 'Mittel Compaioy have been throw it
open At Louisville.
Rev. Henry Civil, until lately vice-
president to1 St. Joeeptt's College at
Bardstown, is dead.
The SiX111 annual meeting of the Na-
tional Baptiet Aseotiation ii now being
held at Indianapolis.
The Euglish custom onto:ere has de-
manded a duty of $600 oil elugger Sul-
liVall'a tlia1110101 belt.
The burning grass and underwood
tlorratem seriouti datmige to the country
*lung the Ohio river.
A Lebanon, Tenn., woman shot a
neighbor with a shotgun. 'I'M wound
will likely prove fatal.
The unveiling of the Breckenridge
statue occurred at 11 o'clock Wielneeday
morning at Lexhigtoii.
The sheriff of Crawfordeoutoty, Ind.,
has been attacked and badly. bridged by
euppoiseil "white caps."
A Chattanooga mati eloped with a
fifteen-year-old girl, leaving a wile anti
several children behind.
Jay Gould has gone to Psris. Ile at.
temitted to bring about au amalgamation
RE31E3IIIER Thm 
prenruee of
le cable companiee.
and Kerte, whore,. e atra're tueril'il.1 lie ilaruarwrtaigs,"1 of all tl
is a guarantee of itlswilide fairneo. told int.-grit), A pereon RIM wering the diowription of
that the IIAIWYPI ore mill equal, and timt uo
1.;s0 pressibly tilt toe %hat numbers will draw • I Ed. If osg is said to be miming a il
l iii
Prize.
IlitEME3111111101 that the payment of Prizes I the 
WOotia !war 0 weesboio.
i. GIUAISAIIITP:Isill Jaw Foca NA-
TION A L RANKS of New Orleans, snit the
Tickets are signed by the President of an in •
atIttillon. whose chartered right. are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts; therefore. beware of
any imitations or anonymous*Themes.
We best the world for low
price.. A han,hanna and
strongly Bound Ph Ho-
graph Album. 51,1 hot
inches gilt side, and edges. holding 22 Hewn( Cab-
inet and I 'ard picture* sent for 60 rents. retail orb*.
I ilcziaili.25'; Eat„itiled,""bngedr324ps":41eid'ass trif:""ttitingiretoraPihidanedg ("l'aa'rdlibalimelpticat;uirCn. and forty polieeoirnwere injured.
IC 
, ant tor SI Air, retail. for SSE, Illastrated circulars Wolllidet1 a bile resisting arteet.
Pure Kentucky Whisky Livery and Feeal  
_ 
,....„.„.,„,,,...,..,...,......,......91 the ithote and IPB 
Miss Lizzie Wilson for a wife oil accotint
UM 
Au eleven-year-oitl boy of Atlanta, J. M. Anderson, a London, Ky.,
-..-
•
Ga., hits been !sentenced to a life-terni Presbyterian preacher, felling to get
_. I. 0 sg - 
--sTABL EI CAL.T HOUSE 
in the penitentiary for entailer.
of the objertions of the old Mall, made
-., 9 'i'lle roadeeentet Mg iii Louisville are
. • LOUISVILLE. KY. 
[11111g. quite interesting for hint by
211[4a•clialiass,i izaxxx-pcses4etlega 
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
The Finest and Largest Hotel in the I ity. corner of Tenth mud Broadway.
preparing to build a t1111011 depot at the killing his honors, pouring eoal oil in
Hopkinsville, - - Ky. well, warning him to leave the
Any ON Wilie Waite a pare WhIsIty for private or medicinal He ea. get it from GEO.
 O. 
Kates 111.60 I. ...00 Per Day, The St. Louis Planing MIII Oempany rotintry, and thorny by an attempt to
mes"regA; 
and 
r°°21  "" tit'--dotron-.Psti.vso iou ;Du riii Is b
me ATTIMOLY * 00., WIlseilereal• isewisirs, Owew•htaria, Ky., at price* ram/gins , ra ee-41 bora** aatileisis to on livery 0.1a111 i 
•ecoril tug to Rooms has felled on account of the oolJape
e of blow hint a p with oly nutlike. Anderson
mem el se se as ei per eat. Orders test this Sr. will moire paesapt aad earseso stleateee. i ." 51001 ""1.41,.." en
iriwkliML I Turkish and Russian Baths in Hote
l. the Fifth National Bank.
.• , r - • 
has skipped.
.
A giant 'epistler mill exploded near
Toledo, U., completi ly destroy leg every-
thitig.
Tilt. Nashville Plow Collie:illy IlltVe as-
*Igoe& Liabilities, $51,000, *sonnets,
$61,(1X).
M urarvaboro, Tenn., iota been visited
by *tootle r destrtititive lire. Losses,
$70 000.
Seintiel Stolid e g, Wholesale end re-
tall 'try good., Louis% II e, has failed tor
$10 (K(I.
.1, B. Pi rr) iou M lea W hue Haddock
Sete mato toil Ii letoresellville Friday
evening.
A Duluth bank cirrk stole $21,000 In
cash anti skipped: Ile was arrested in
The dead anarchist were buried Sun-
day. Good order prevailed throughout
the city.
Or. Sam B. Stewart, of Clarksville,
died at his residence Thursday morning
of dropsy.
A man claims to loave dieteovered nat-
ural gas on his farm at l'iditert, near
Oweinaboto,
Ptenator lliterlay was Married at Plill•
&dell lila Ttismslayto Nips Horner,
U1 knithonl,
Hopkins, who idiot cuilei Jitatice
Waite * hogiia litivritel tiottt'itiotuo, bite
Weil retooled.
Pottluo:alo is excited over s cipher Meli-
ssa* lotind attached to the *big of it
carrier pigeon.
Prince William, the heir apparent to
the throne of Germany, is only twenty-
eight years old.
J. J. Smoot, Owingsville, has just sold
500,000 pounds of tobacco for Ewen 
cents per pouud.
J. I.. Stephenson, of Lexington, Ky.,
hung himself in a barn in Miehigati
The entire loctriocratic ticket was
elected in Detroit by a good tionjority.
01 the Aldermen, fifteeen out It sixteen
are Demorrats.
A elm-teen-yea-old boy in Louisville
got into a row a ith a 2tNi pound tuan
the Clinch Valley road in Eastern Keil-
tuck y is o x 'meted .
Speaker Csrli•le pea to Washington
Oils %seek to coiner with Pres:idled
leveland and secretary' Fairehilui eon.
earning ii tariff hill.
A young man le Louisville, while
siding oto all elevator, had his head
caught bet Avecio it mod this floor above
and instautly Whet.
The Ohio river hi many places haa
not a depth of ta Clay-four niches In the
main Outline!, and only light draught
boats are able to run.
Nest Caney vIlle, Louis Meyers struck
and killed a little child in the &ruts of
It. mother while engage I in a four-in-
hand fight with clubs.
A 'prominent young physician named
Ouclierlolog committed suicide in his
bedroom In Louisville Thurpoiliy. I fis-
dpateti habit. the Vallee.
A gas jet left hurtling in a large var-
nishing eatablishment lit New York, wet
Are to tha Iimi•Itiee 111th romilted III a
SHAISAI lope of property,
Ott Vriday nOilit. lot Nailtellie, the
store oil Thorns. t Non, dealers
ill COMM and iota war horned, loss,
"5'trigei; hitsSltl.414 11 )aJrd the ball
oh Geo. Frank at $6,010. Fraiik was the
man a ho murdered a young boy in
Louisville for tantalizing him.
John S. Hopkins, the proprietor of one
of the leading dry goods l'ouees iii
Evansville, has mortgaged his sto.:k for
$40,000 to a number of creditors.
J. C. Rogers, sheriff of Fayette
county, and Mille Lizzie Treacy, of Lex-
ington, daughter 01 the well-known
horseman, were married 'Flitirstiay.
At noon on Friday Nitta Van Zan&
put a 10k-lure of Spies in the front win-
dow and the family locked the doors of
the home awl reittsed to open them to
any 011e.
groaning men, anti from every doorway
came moans of pain.
Officer Deism and an anarchist named
Klatier were the only ones killed otit-
.111' right. The other police officers Who
netted C Ilk the Crime. died from the elTects of the bomb ex-
Cook Cove t TT-lea, Nov. 11.-It plosion were .1 .1. Barrett, George M II-
lacked just seven minutes and a half of her, Timothy ulsniitaiu, Michael She,-
the bona of high !loon when a aingle hate Thomas Redden and Nils Hansen.
wider-shrouded figure, above whielo Within a few weeks $70,000 was sub-
was a face of y ethos iall pallor-the face wribeil by Chicago citizen.' for the ears
of A uguet Spies-1)8'sec.l the first poet of of the st °weird officers. anti the relief of
the gallow• Spies looked calm, end their families. It is estimated that
glanced down at the reporter. with a about a wore of the Socialists were killed
Irate of Ids old.tinue cy ideal smile. Ile soul 150 wounded.
walked firmly over the drop, guided by For days afterward reports cause to
tile grasp of it deputy, to the hatheet the effewe that the snarchist syutpa-
edge of the gallows. Follow lug doe. Oiliers were quietly burying their dead.
Callle Fischer-close r 1101111 to [(jilt' ho May rela a theicent Was made oil
Sides shroud lied his hand loot beet' the fillies of the Arbriter Zeitting and ev-
plitimed wider the white muslin. Flecii- erybrely connected with the establish-
er's cetititenaiire haul a pi-culler gust- nient a la arrested, Vie victims includ-
e,* totally unlike the mildness of Engel's lug August Spies, editor-In-chief and
heavy feature., mid ill straege contrast managers of the paper; Michael Schwab
ed liwatuents of Parsons.
with the dead lack of color in the pinch- assotAligt.ila4te: medr; Crsitifi,;Iizhis Spins,arbetkm br
May 
yioitieoolinr otes,
The once jaunty, vivackeis Texan associate editor; eighteen printers, two
(lune last, a withered old man. Ile load reporters, and two userosengers. Among
aged years, anti his best friend could riot the printers was Adolph Fischer, on
recognize tile Parsons of twelve months whose person was found a 44 caliber re-
ago. volver and • murderous knife made
The eyes of the crowd began to center from a flat the. All of these, except
on the dark box upon the scaffold of the August Spies, Schwab and Fischer,
danglieg ropes. '1'llis box seemed to were subarquently released.
possess a fearful fascination, tool was A warch of the oftioe and Spies' desk
abeorbieg the attention of every person revealed nitwit that was used a. (Mang-
in the corridor, when a frightful wail hog evitletice against him in the trail.
startled tlw crowd. Some who had heard An inquest followed, and the prison-
the itorribble groaning of Lingg yester- era were held without bail.
day just before isle death, declared it rns: REPUTLD BOMB THROW Ea recipes.
'sounded as if he was still Ito death Rudolph Schtsault was arrested and
agony. But this was limey. '1'lle black released. It afterward appeared that he
jail cat was the cease of the commotien, was In all probability the man who
and at intervals emitintied to emit her t.olivrewre(titibeebowasmbso. ugWh'thefonrtalliasinis,
ghost-like mewing. bairn olitiasd-
A conitnartul to the u road fronting the tied to Europe. On nosy 7 the grand
gallows that all must stop smoking was
given a 11:35. The (in zen or two wito
were uslug the weed quenched the fire.
Some rather reluctnittly, and the settee
slowly strewn on the pavement.
Whether thie command was given out
of litimenity to the doomed men, or as a
precaution &iodine the appalliog portal:-
Willy of any treat herons bomb lighting
in the corridor when the fatal moment
00 1)103400 seemed aware, btu
more than one Keel a prayer dewn Iii
hearts. It was how 11:45, and
the susperuse of the crowd near the gal-
lows was like a blow torture. There
W15 no relief, and the newspoiper men
gazed at elle gallows mid noted the four
ropes sway ing slightly to and fro.
All the anarchist,s died of stratigula-
I tim. None of their necks were broken.
The pulse of all the anarcisi-t 4 Pumped
header{ ill thirteen anti hall minutes.
anti „cut him so batily that he fainted When the etiflias were brought to the
from 10114 of 1110041. I scaffold, Sheriff Matson exclaimed : "Ilia
The temsollulation of the Louisville tt I will be 'Imle••• Tile Ism" were 1"were'l
I in the follow hog ortier : Spies, Fischer,Niudiville anti Norfolk At Western by
Engle aud Persona. All looked natural.
The et Mu lids were qui. kiy screwed
down. Vetoer taint were pasted on each
for loireillleatioit. Engle's *old Litigg's,
the suicide, remains were taken to 2511
Milwaukee avrotie. Fischres wife
eielleed his. Mrs. Spies took August's,
taitioloslh)41hrius.h. Parsons received that of heri 
Follow III are the hat enrols of the
four dead Anarchists :
Spies-"There will come a time When
our eilenee a III be more powerful than
the voices they are st rankling to -death
1101r.g"e1-"Iltirrall for Anarchy."
Fischer-"Hurrah for Anarchy.
is the happiest moment of my life."
Parsons--"May I be allowed to speak
Will you let not epeak, Sheriff Matson!
Iwt the voice of tile people be heard."
'lllit holrop fell, cuttiug off Parsons'ppee
In exactly one hour later the PIPCUs
Unit took vireo the work of taking ulnwn
II.. erettotiol Wall /W0011,1110 lh 1 Wit 11011ro
itlW1:0411,100M1 away the bssetitent ofho
TIIN liKKAT VNIIIE.
A Short Sketch et the Haymarkol
011 the eight of May 4 a cruet] of
&home taut thous:eel gathered at the
Ha 3 market. About tO o'clock Spies,
Parsons, Fichte!o and other anarchistic
leaders appeared, but instead of speak-
ing in the Haymarket proper, they *e-
lected a spot on thespian's street, from
which a view could be had of the police
'nomad they 'Approach front the police
station. and which afforded a superior
cover for any who might throw bombe.
Spies, Parsons and Heiden addressed
the crowd in the order named, ming a
wagon for a roetrum. The first two
were milder than Usual III their utteran-
ere. Perhaps this was doe to the pres-
ence of Mayor Harrison in the crowd.
He went away and the czowal began to
thfly four arrests were maple in thin out. The police did not come and
go after the hanging lit the afternoon. the desired pportunity appeared to be
None of them gave touch trouble. Mrs. slipping away'. Fiehlen ens equal
 to
Persons was among the number, but
WIS 60011 relereed.
Mr. J. A. Humphrey a, formerly of
Woodlord county, this state, but 110W Of
St. Paul, Minn., Was married hi Nash-
ville host Weibieeday eight to Miss Mary
Tay kr, of that city..
The dreg pool of Owensboro is making
war on .1. F. Hite, a proutinent druggist
there, clainiiiie that there was genie-
thing crooked about Isis certificate as a
registered pharmacist.
[lie enargehey. Ile made a rabid speech
urging his bearers to "throttle and kill
the law." Him nianto r was very: tragic,
and he 'rouged the crowd to a pitch of
great excitement.
At this point 1 apt. Bonfield do edited
that it had bee Olne ilia duty to disperse
the meeting
He ordered out seven companies of
pollee- about 175 men-moiler etallIlland
of Lietits. Sterie, lioaler. Hubbard,
Stanton, Heard, splint' and Benzeil. Ile
and ('apt. Ward led them. The boatel-
Silas Mayo, a well-to-do farmer, moil ion merched 
in 'diatoms. extending
and Ilia colt, iii ettemptieg to cross the front curb 
to curb, north toil Deostoltins
railroed track hi a worm at itelirview, from the 
eltetioli 10 withmii, a few feet of
Tr1111 , Were struck loy all apprOnell I rig tise spe
aker's %evil. rielden pita the
trent. He was hostantly killed and the Police IIPProlielllee, sr"' ezeistm
ed:
boy *ill die. "Here t
unoeto lite bloodhounds; you do
A keg of powder exploded in the store 
your duty end I'll do mine."
of .1. B. Withere, at Einlyville, and de- 
Then coone the cries. Fit-Ideal's words
loa% e became historical.
molished the buntline Geo. Champion, ,
tied Frionk Evans, 
video toe ponce were halted at the
Henry Gatewood 
whith, anti two colored men were badly 
speakets' wagon Capt. Ward Nailed out :
hojured. Lotus to propel ty $5,000.
In May field arrests have been made
and evidence produced which is expect-
ed to throve a wholesale tobacco rolobery.
At least twenty-five hogsheads it Is
thought have been sleben ra different
times and sold In Louisville anti other
points.
Scott Woodson, a well digger living
near Paducah, aline digging a well
was kille.1 by the caving lii of the walls.
The well Was einety let t deep and lie
is buried under about te eitty feet of
earth. AS Minute will venture down, it
Navigation Iles almoet bee.o cot on I will likely be lois final rt stialg place.
between Paducah and Cairo ouo aecutant
of the smoke II  forest tires
I4111(3011 ill Ill time midst of great PX-
Oar Mew lawn, whit* we now *wimpy,
ha* allsant 3 agree of Plow apace.
'Ms !IVY KEW GU I Di Is
Isseled Sept. and March.
emelt year. as- 364 Farris,
S4s Ii, tecites,wiltis ever
3,800 Ulastrations •
waist* Pietas* Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Priers
slireef to consumers en all goods for
personal or gamily use. Tell, how Is
ender, and gives exact cost of e•ery-
*Wag you use, eat, drink, wear, or
have ran voila. Thew INIVALUARLZ
HOOKS contain laformation gleaned
from the markets of the wend. •
copy sent FREE upon receipt of
la eta. to defray *splines of walling.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
111-114 Metal/sae A•eowe, Wage. III.
• -ars
ANN
Tie, Hardin I minty Meseentser hap
twen puechaeed by a 14o10110111e loan and
will be ro  rine% ill.'.
citerneet. Trafalgar Square was Wien
possession of by 4,000 policemen stet
held all day to preys-et all advertised
meeting of the labor element. The
John Attlee', a young farmer living crowd increased to
 100,000 and the mili-
near Atiairvolie, was shot end seriously tie were cal
led out Over 200 citizen 
PRESIDENTIAL POINTERS.
• 1,1K.111.1 tutu K,
New York World : President Cleve-
land will be renominated by lila party.
Mr. Blaine will not be renominated by
the Republicans. Mr. George wilt not
control the election next year. New
York is time pivotal state. Mr. Cleve-
land's friend' have had a complete tri•
They are entitled to the fruits
of the victory. Grover Cleveland is in-
deed a lucky man; and James G. Blame
may be said to be a dead cock in the pit.
l'1.111tAtl-AND is his NAME,
Nashville American 'flit result of
Tuesday'', election,. shows that, despite
the debauchery and rascality of the Re-
publican party during • quarter of •
century of power, the majority of the
people have escaped the taint, and that
hotiesty and straightforwardness, ex-
emplified In Grover Cleveland as the
representative of Democracy. have nut
loot their hold on the masses. The Dem-
mimic party has a clear field for lelea,
and the next president's name Is Cies e-
laud !
HUIIII•11 Volt rilat'LLAND.
Couriet-Journal : The mune in New
York and Virginia, confirming both
States to the Democracy, place the loom-
'nation and re-election of Grover Cleve-
land beyond the possibility of a doubt.
The Republicans can put no ticket in
the field to beat him. His luck is tri-
umphant. Allison and Hawley. the
strongest possible Republican team, and,
under the circumatances, the likeliest,
cannot avail. This issue was fairly put
on New York and the president has
fairly won. Hurrah for Cleveland !
BLAINE THE STRONGEST.
Louisville Poet: The presidential
tickets are practically made up. Cleve-
land will be nominated by acclamation
at the Democratic Convention met
summer, and Blaine will be the Reptab-
near' nominee if lie is willing to accept
It. If he does not accept the man who
takes it as second choice will be weak-
ened by Mr. Blaine's course. Bialte. is
the strongest candidate the Republicans
can name, outside of New York, and
yesterday's election trachea that neither
he nor any oUser mato can carry that
state against the victorious Democrecy.
V. •141 OF TACT.
Boston Herald: The remark i.e made
among politicians that John Sherman'a
name has dropped out of promineroee
almost entirely as a candidate for the
presidency. A dieinterested observer
expresses the belief that it will not ap-
pear in the next Republican convention.
Vu It is all attributed to Mr. Sherman'e
own bad management. He ?should not
have started the sectional question, or
he should have stuck to it. But Mr.
Sherman bad never the. ghost of a
chance after he antagonized Mr. Blaine.
He is the ablest man alto has sought
the presidency since Judge Chose, and
he has the least tact.
hi the 'lame of the tweple of the State of 
in IWO
Adolph Fletcher, who is plena thirty
Illinois I counuand you to peaceably ,
disperse." Fiehin e stepped down from 
I iTraerriana old, 
whiuui 
In,liy1 t111 Oti.03 411ti klitry brow
&
the wagon with the remark : ''%%'e are printers' trade 
with .1: 
n
ito brother, atiooe
rwaceatae." momy tweeve this was ail Was editor of a 
German weekly an N11611-
agreed eignal. However that may 
not vine, Tenn. For erveral years Fischer
was editor moil proprietor 01 the Little
Roek (Ark.) Striate Zeitung. 'this he
mold in 1881, ami sates he ham worked at
lois trade in St. Louis and Chicago.
Since comitog to Chicago he has been a
It fell between the second and third most rab'ul 
anarchist, anti loan often ac-
compatileo of pollee arid exploded with a 1":"`e'lSla'ileiela(1,11,ditt.4:ibravblio, 
g 
f tbehel"K.ouralush-
hearted
-
prolonged roar thou was heard two of their convictions. Ile, like t Enie!Cel,
miles instant. believed they were not railleal enough.
No deecrIption eat) (emery an idea of At one titne be, a ith Ettgel 
and Field-
the effect of the explosiott of the bomb.
Teo whole companies of police were
thrown to the ground tie one man, and
nearly every man As as wounded toy frag-
ments of flue bomb. t oflicer-Alatts-
leo J. Degan-was killed outright, six
other' a ere 'mortally W0111111141, am, six-
ty others received serious and painful
hojtales which ille'sebled them for weeks
•toti months. Instantly upon the ex-
plosion of the bomb, according to the
testimony of Capt. Bonfield and other
officers, a volley of shot• was poured in
Ilpqt1 the pollee filen the crowd oti eine
have been, an histant later the bomb
was thrown.
'lilt FATAL BOMB THRoWN.
The Last Words (Ante Quartette OW.
aeteriatic.
Sitber Matters of Int
yury met •nti was charged by the late
Judge Rogers. On May 27 the jury re-
turned indictments against August
Spice, Fielder', Selonailbelt, Fischer,
LIngg, Engel Schwab, Neetw. .‘nton
Hirlochburger and John At el. The last
two were never tried, as it was not
thought the evidence against them was
stiottg enough to convict. Neebe, who,
after the arrest of Agust Spies, had as-
sumed charge of the Arbeiter Zeitung,
Was at once arrested and put in jail.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES.
THE MIGHTY OATH.
Evansville Tribune: Sloce It has
been practically settled that CleVeland
will be Hie Democratic ootninee next
year, there has been renewed activity
in Republican ranks to settle upon a
man, whom they think could beat Um
"mall of destiny,' This is indicated by
the interest manifested by maw of their
Eastern papers, who are clamoring Ms
a new mall Instead of Mr. Blaine. Wie-
r:smelts has a couple of candidates to pee-
sent, but It will be the Kest that will
take off the honors. If nut Mr. Blaine,
It will hardly be anyoue unfriendly to
the "magnetic man," who will 110 doubt
claim the privilege of naming the ene,
who will go forth from the boats to meet
the mighty (lath.
and beautiful, four things are necessary :
Freell air, good food, bright sunshine
atoll 14. Sull'illeloy Syrup.
--osae.o. -
Will Nate Iltrtft (era.
Prerldent and Board ot DIreoture
of the propueed etreet•oor line ill this
illy, met at the °film of Mr. Jas, A.
Mitchell hot night. At a previous
tweeting a etuituittee war appointed to
ascertain [lie probable coat of the line.
One of the members of this committee
was absent last night. and further time
was granted before making a report.
1lue gentlemen who received a charter
front the last Legislature are determined
that the road shall he built, and two
members of the Saud of Directors as-
sured us this morning that the road
would be in operation in at leak six
months from-now, while it is probable
that it may not be more than three
months. Although ills not definitely
determined as to the exact route of the
road, the gethienten to whom we talked
this morning ate of the opinion that i he
first line built will extend from the boat
landieg to the Fair Grounds, anti tioat
branches will be bent upon other streets
as soon; as practicable.
Ttie persons who have taken the 1111f-
tweinetta town in the state, and our On-
zett• may rest assured that not many
months will pass before etreet-cart. will
be running upun our principal streets.-
Park 0 ty Times.
Win. Montgomery, the murderer c,(
Iona Kitson, has been taken back to Ow-
entail from Louisville for trial
DYSPEPSIA.
and What They Did.
August Vincent Theodore Spies was
born in Latelock, Hesse. in 1555. His
lather was a ranger. Spies canoe to
Americo' in 1872 and to Chicago in 1S73,
where for a number of years he worked
115 an upholsterer. He first became in-
terested In socialistic theories in 1875,
and two years later joined the socialistic
Labor party and the Lehr and Wher
verein. He became connected with the
A rbelter Zietung in 1880, Ile succeeded
Paul Grottk•ti as editor-in-chief in Ism.
From diet time onward he was looked
up to as one of the ablest still moot Ill.
tItietotial anarchist leaders.
Albert It. Parsons Was burn In Mont.
roitery, .Ala., itt HO*. Ills parent, died
when he was young, tool his rearing fell
to the lot ol his elder brother, W. II,
Pampa, who wee a General Iii the Con-
federate artily . ho 1e.15 be move! to
Johnototo county. Tex., taking Albert
*101111m. The latter received sotre
schooling at Waco, aud subsequently
became a printer on the Galveston News.
When the war broke ono he run away
from home and became a "powder I11011-
key" in a company of Coufederate an. Important to seven out
 of every ten
tillery. Stibeemently be served stic- people.-The moment constipa
tion be-
ceseively under the command of his gins, that niontent the blood 
begins to be
brothers. Richard awl William II. Par. impure and po
or, and the system to de-
sons. After the a at he edited the mend the
 use of Laxador.
Spectator, a weekly paper In Waco. If you want to have your baby healthy
P1(1(11 to the disgust of dile brothers he
became a Republican atoll imittething of a
politician. As omit he held one or two
stibortlinato leseletal ofilese at Austin,
and at ono time Was SacrtotatY of lite
State Senate, Ile (worried a losullatto iii
lot11, 1111d Was lit pultiatilleilita diaioritied
by lots brother anti fureed to leave 1,*.
ac Coming to chime°, he warked for
a time hi varlota printing °Wes and
then breame a proleselotini labor mita-
tor. lie was at one time master
workman of Dietrict Assembly
24, Knights of Labor, sod pres-
ident of the Trade Aireembly for three
years. Ito 1879 he was nominated by
the socialietic Labor party as ciauliolate
for preeident of the ['silted States, but
declined, as he was not then thirty-five
years old. lu 1873, at Pittsburg, he
helped to frame the platform of the In-
ternational Working People's ASSOCI11-
0011. He was put forward toy the So-
cialists as canolidate for City Clerk in
lteel. Ile Iseesuile editor et the Alarm,
the organ of the "Antericen group," in
1584.
Samuel Fielding was born in Todnior-
den, Laneseldre, England, in le47, and
spent thirteen years of his boyhood
Working in a cotton mill. In early man-
hood he became a Methodist niinieter
mar Ill hand are wide-awake business
and Sunday-echoed superintendent in
men, who desire to ere our city have all
his native place. In ISCAS he cante to
New York, worked for a few: months in the il
nProvehients which may add to its
population and already enviable repute
a Cotton will, and in the following ion as the prettiest and most wide-awake
year eatne Chlesgo. For a greater
portion of the time (Once lie has worked
ass laborer. lie joined tile I.iberal
League in Man, whete lie met Spies and
Parsons. Ile te came a socialist in 181C.1,
arle'IMPlitil.eeheLgarml:itS;:voa1:b.iloiwitiori!suteorirans saeatrtAlvealniinig-
agitator of the ititernational Working
beim, Germany, in 185.3, and was edu-
este! ill a convelot. Foe several years
lie %/irked at the boAk-binding trade in
vorioets cities. Ile came to America in
1879. Ile has been connected with the
Arbeiter Zeitung ever since Spies late.
Ororge Engel was born in Camel,
Germany, ill helto. lie received a coin-
men -achool education and learned the 
1- that iiii.ery caperien,ed alumn se suddenly .
I.CC011ie a w arr that we poests0 a diabolical
Iii 
printers' trade. Ile cense to America
arrangement ,alied • otonsucli. The stomach is
1873, Red a year later to Chicago, I ter reservoir from which et ery glire and tissue
al dwhere laterloe *hero:1,74T aauca-ortglegrie to socialism
Ho' bouiuuh- soon felt throughout the whole 'oaten. Amoco(
be nourished. and any troubie a it h it et
a dteen opeptire is o a have the same
rd the velebrated "Northwest Group" predominant 5Tripeom. Dyspeptics of active
mental power atol a bi lame temperament are
subject to Mick headack ; those, fleall” and
ph egoistic have Cosasttpatleas. While the
thin me I nervily§ are abandoned to gloomily
enreannstissgs. Some dyspeptics are woe-
ilr forge14:1; others hate great irrita
bili-
ty of (Putter
Whatever form I tylipepsi• may take, one thing
Is certain.
TheundesrlyingEcause is in the
tnie,
sod one thing More is equally certain. 
I'
will remain • dyspeptic ho will
It will coaarcr
Acidly of the Shun-
log, graved Der A toarchiet. a fire-eathig 
Expel foul ease-. Al-
weekly desigeed to supplant the Arbiter ay n assist
/witting. ingeato,,s,a•.tat the
sante time
Electric Bitters.
This remedy is hemming so well 
Start the Liver to Working, when an other
troubles soon disappear
known and so popular as no need no
',wend mention. All who have used
Electric Bitters sing the same song of
praise -A purer medicine HOPS not
extra and it is guaranteed to do all [list
is (defined. Electric Bitters will cure
all diseases of the liver and Kidneys,
will rem% e Pimples, Boone, Salt Rheum
and other sflectiotts caused by impure
em Fide. Several said that Fielden him-
self fired several shote.
10tA‘K SA1.1 If OE 311E 111.1•10.COAlli.
'the police were for a mooneot pars-
I) zed, Heil some fied Ill dismay back to
the police station. A few brave men
rallied quickly, opeLed fire on the
"ll, wife was a confirmed dyspeptit Some
three 'ears ago I,,. the ad I me of lir ateiner. of
Augusta. she was Hwilticett to try Simmons Liver
Regulator I feel grateful for the relief It has
ip;an her. sad laity all who read this and are
•flid ted in any w• whether chronic or other-
a•e Stiamasa Liver Regulator and I feel
eonildent heath a in be restored to all who w 1
h.eauIietl,"-Wio. M. liEltsit, Fors Vaile.
blood .-Will drive Malaria I rout the •
at etelti and present as well as cure all See that you qet the genuine
Materiel fever. -Folcure of Headache,
I'imettipat ion anti I noligerotion try Electric with red Z on front 01 wrapper,
Bitoers-Entirr eatisfaetion guaranteed,
or money refunded.-Prive SO eta, end r RRRRRR n ONLY 
Ilt
$1.00 per bottle at Harry B. Gartterpol J. H. ZEILIN & CO.. Pitilad.lpIria, Pe
City Pharmacy. 
e
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The slightest attempt at public gether- all a parliamentarian. Ile would carrytag t)y the
sourcee. There is a warning In thic perience, too, and i's not considered at
complish the desired ends. It shown Ulan, but is t00 fiery and quick to be a
sagacity, who will stop at nothing to ac- of a governing oilier. lie is an able
them to be nen of many and varied re- succeed in this capacity. He lacks ex-
have to deal with in these anarchistit. his sarcastic tongue and bitter rallery
of the stuff to blow his head off'. Thie Senator Ingalls is undoubtedly one of• serves to show what class of people we the brightest speakers in Congress, yet
It shows them to be men oft:tinning and have made him unpopular in the sense
out of the county. Double precautione their following, which makee Mr. Sher-
dynamite into the jail to blow it clear Allison, Hoar,
were taken, yet Lingg secured enough man'a chances doubtful.
and even of their 'flatters 1146 been publicanconvention in that capacity as
nearer were kneel to convey enough
country a lesson. It ie to be supposed ful of the fact that it will be a feather iothat every movement of the prisoners the cap of he hi,, can go before the Re-
TILE EW ERA.1
watched with closest attention, and yet • candidate for the presidential nomine-
e 
doubtless wiebee he had kept hie mouth
shut.
Now Ere 
Maim eme 
mashing co. The 
parclimintepower aa vested in
strectiou of his superior. Tide alter-
dent, and oonenisaioner Sparks 110W
nowt' to have affiliated with them.
ger OFFICE NEW ERA BUILDING 1
 a
a commitaisienter who will follow the in-
utile has been placed before the presi-
the president must appoint a miniater the vantagewho will obey his subordinate or select 
Our :tich, drat averetion.
with a subordinate nos to enter withhim in a gladitorial combat. That It ishia brisitiese to obey orders and not ques-tion their advisability. Further, that
• high tension, and what would pass by
exactly satisfactory to the Secretary. In
no disposition to enter upon& disc-motion
ar-Treaajout advorusena*AL. nwat pa paw for one alto call only coutaminate. there ; as Republican..
reply, Lamar informed him that he has
.4 nib application to Um Proprietor.
Chicago. Imagination is wrought alp to
atritetiOne in regard to the adjuetruent of
raisin laud grants, lie takes him to task
and criticises his orders in a manner not
• advsoce.
, ea the taitiug life, would be looked
umet.111 be charged for until ordered out.
0011diall Iv.   lines. sod ootteee of preaching pun-
ger.
Not pleated with Secretary Lamar'. in-
the t:hicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis 
Hatted gristle.
with little comment at another time is
now magnified into a threatening den-
*soot additionai insertion.
metes qatirtetir
• 
air Obituary Noticiv, Revolutions of Respect end
other &ironer .01k-es dye cents per Hos• 
ed that It is the work of anarchists, but
SO per cent. of which were found to be
of incendiary origin. Fears are express-
that is natural owing to the excitement
widish is the result of the hanging in
rveilance bei kept over those who are
turned on it) the space of fifteen hours,
Reed, there being twenty-six alarms
1;rant.
for all their leaders.
t 'beetnuta!
'nue service gains an importaut [notion of plibiie affair* lute been con-
'racy, and a wise and conservative ad-
spread to his forces, and an utter rout
the Southern government will take
warning and provide baseball masks
here to-day. It is to be hoped that
a tenumlasioner to Chicago at once.
the Southern leader and completely de-
moralized him. The consternation
champion baseball turn of the world,
the postsoffise department, will succeed
Ohio is very discouraging to the Con-
federates. The Yankee general k toed
was the result of the great battle fought
least did one pest thing.
and a bran new Democratic niunici-
etephenson be appointed to till Vitas'
sign as Land t 0111Miedioner, and Dry-
The news from the seat of war in
opeakers off, but that tweet on Parsons
was the moat successful yet tried,
shall step down and out sa between Sec-
cations are that Lamar a ill go to the Su-
preme bench, Gen. Vila* to the ott.se
place. sparks will be eteupefied to re-
eatiounceuessta of Marriage, and Deaths. not es-
panty.
a likeness of the chief of police of Chica-
go- That's an enterprising journal.
that done by the anarchists?
Secretary of the Interior, and Gen.
retary Lamar and COMIIIN6610111er Sparks,
take up his hat and march.
God. Some people are getting mighty
and diabolical, and one which was aimed
at the principles of government as well
of the ouriereiournal, has been ape politicieur into Bee. Even Republican
Journal tura a bright writer, the reve- with his promiee, and that his adatinis-
get circles in Washington. The intli-
ant, the assistant attorney-getteral for
hint.
there id II0 doubt but Mr. oparks will
and schwab, remain alive, just so long
general that they had gone the way of
Spiro, Engel, etas
growth, the energy of her people, the
civilized world.
resigned his position simply because his
flock was composed of atiarchista, social-
ists, saloon-keepers and proprietors of
shooting galleries, who wanted religion
this where murder so foul, malignant
upon with the degree of leuiency with
which the American people now regard
St
a rising star. Success attend hiut.
herself well before the eyes of the world.
great riot, and now the death of the
conspirators, she menaces to attract
without • Christ, and a world without a
particular these days.
stated that he was "positively averse" pialety the turn of the tide. Grover
to accepting the nomination for the
anti the journalistic world is cheated of ducted for the greatest good of the great-
ministration will so weld together the
liable phalanx to all foes.
will they find means to make trouble,
more attention tnan any one city in the
South. In an interview in
presidency. The Republicans should
pointed internal revenue agent, vice journals have been compelled to admit
there strengthened the hold of Democ-
party that ate will present ari impreg-
The anichle of Ling's should teach the purely tensorial mothers each remind-
splendid portrait of Gov. Bob Taylor as
What with her great tire,. her marvelotia
have stows consideration for this ecion'a
Harry Riggs', reeigned. The erourier- that hie plat:dee ha. , been coneistent
vice of President Cleveland nothing
which it ia basset. The recent victory
Charges for rawly advertleemeow will be cot-
feelings and not force him to accept the
will te true to itself and follow the ad-
Better for Illinois and the country in
odious nomination. Be merciful!
will shake it front 'the foundation on
uid be suppressed at once, and strict going to s-nstor Attlee!). Senator In-
All salvertlestoeute Inserted without suciase
Commissioner Sparks ia hot water.
ENTVCILII.
Hetes by tbe mouth. eUerter or year. cite be
St. LOUirt is suffering from the tire-
"Ant my Father's son Dent
Gen. Morgan denies
Give the devil his dues. Lingg at
!there are various ways of choking
The American of Saturday prints a
England is "short" on wheat. Send
Matters are getting interesting in cab-
Coaceasarre 0., Novemter 8, 1587 —
Detroit is in clover. She has the
Chicago certainly ruan-ages to keep
Wheu it comes to the teat as to who
so long as those anarchists, Fielden
Saw Burdette, of the editorial staff New York to bring the few contrary
A Brooklyn preacher got weary end
is there a country on the globe save
Mr. Robert T. Lincoln, Soso is in the
If the Democratic party in New York
ostiNtr
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galls MIA elected as etweeesor to Sher-
; the friends of the different factions on
tion. Ho election will be opposed by
man on his resignation a few days be-
n.-
(ion, Ile will be opposed by Senators
carries with it would have little oppoei-
governor of a State is one with.
Clue Senate, 'thieve it be Ellmunde. He
niade a popular presiding officer and
were it not for the prestige the oflice
close at heed littered attaches to the
term.' experience, and the ract that he
election of its speakers. In the Senate
there are several who will enter the
race. Senator Sherman seems to hold
ia perliare the best parliamentarian in
ismy utiliitentionally ho a great harm to
the conteet will likely. be'a lively me, as
society by It. CIECfCide, of ItO may tlo a
deed of amnia.. There are times lit
official life of every governor when he Is
eAllell upon to decide this question of
that a rattiness] president would not be a
as to who will be the nominee of the Re-
publican party, and nothing like a fled-
vention dots Its work.
popular candidate befote the people.
uite mower can be given until the con-
pardon, when it le impriesible for him to
decide which is beet. There are tlines
and a* a coneequence a witinhig Sian
that question so far es lie is concerned,by a lett sr, giving auiong other reuons,
for the Republicano. But he has settled
yet the verdict of impriaonment or death
ass man who could carry New York,
when he is hetet by players and petitions
that *mild *rem inhumane to refuse,
maY he a teat one. There are times
alone. Bealde, he would be opposed
when he hi tweet by power,. thet are high
and inthience that Is 'strong, aml yet to
yield may only t
by the !eine faction, an 1 that alone
would defeat him.
are title. W lien lie has to resist the
cries for papa. What is he to do? Must
recent tour, trot lost them by ilia actions
pleadilige of niuthera and *Mee the
prayers of fathers anti sons, and the
country.
honor, but he has killed hitneelf by bad
mauagenuent and want of tact. He
made many (needs in the SotIlli tili
later. He 41i0111d have let rectionslimm
burning eloquence of the children's
he forgive the °tidier where the viola-
• 
 
the sties of distress and appeals for suc-
cor, became his inner heart is touched
 
and bet to itipatily art:Awed': Wouid he
exerciee ? it I. a difficult question.
circumstances cannot be properly
001.1'16 plain, but the man penitent and
appareutly returuied? Must he heed
There are cases where the surrounding
sible for him to get the workinge,
be thaiiig juatice. to the people by this
then lie •Ineild rely upon the petitious,
one family, way bring sorrow to a
Ilion would do ao. Aelde from that he
weighed, and where it is next to impost-
petitiont retire ktiow it to be law-abiding
mid truatourthy citizens and there are
appear. no reasonable excuse for the
crime, then, u matter how many ited-
at lerge. Tee power that may benefit
dozen. Tie clemency that way be
exterided to one apparent pent-
opinion of one. !The evidence produced
ever ruin his political career. The re-
sult of these electiona has show') him
In New York, and it is doubted that Al-
would in ske a strong 'iota all over the
eider these point* not tor the benefit of
the &toured, but for tile welfare of society
strong, elae it would not been rendered.
the care of the anarchist. Were not
all the evidence before them, who
studied all the minuteit tidaile, who
gestione, by powerful influence, by a
cept the nit JJJ i JJ ation if ten
defeat for the presideitcy would for-
once was, and that certain defeat awaits
any man who opposes Cleveland In the
man In Allison at the Republicans have,
but it lit a question as to whether he
want a WItO Call carry a large vote
mitigating eiretituetances. But ill cues
tIOCIS, 110 matter what influence, no
matter how inuell his personal sytnpas
the may be aroused, he should allow the
law to take its course. tie haw to con-
teut way 3 'rid a fruitage ut crime flOt
reckoned of. The verdict tit twelve
to cause such • verdict unto have been
inveetigated all the circumstances, bet-
ter tritalitied to render a °Pitt decision
than one mats, who waa besieged by
reedit ease which came before Gov.
that his tarty is not SO popular as it
race. the face of all [hie, arid
'molder( that he can once again be a
power in the land in hie Old seat in the
tempt the face.
would be popular hi the East. They
where the violation's are plain, and there
men is more likely to be just than the
'rhea shall one teen toiletry i t Take
Cite jury and Supreme Court, who had
prayers anti tears, by threate, by sug-
world of petitions, by private viaits, and
what not, until be was almost de-
A petition was relented which bore
the names of the higheet officials in the
etate, as well ae the beet citizens of
at the time of trial. Thie oominenti-
able, awl followed tip have a
a use of this pewer, will work great
damage; for violator's of all law reckon
dential nornieee? That queetion, so far
eat emitter. Al! Iii4 actions have been
Hail
&echoer:aims.
a shrewd man and knows that another
enented? it seems reasonable. In •
Buckner, he want* out this as his course.
Madison county, yet he said the law
nmet take its couree; the violation was
plain, and the jury had all the evidence
healthy effect upon the state. Too free
this. an one of the possibilities of escape.
next queetion is: who will be the presi-
settled beyond a queation of doubt. The
country as the man who can poll the
characterizol by emend sweat and con-
servatiene, Ile will be nominated by
bly be elected were he notuinated, and it
Is extremely doubtful that he viould ac-
Uniteel State. senate, lie will not et-
as the Democratic party is concerded, is
great victories that have been Wen shows
(levels:el stands pre-eminent before the
what at a loos. Blaine could not possi-
greatest number ot vote* in ISM. His
and it (tidy needed a victory like that in
administration has been popular with
the great. wawa since its begiuning,
On the whole, it ha a 15-14-1:1 puzzle
Now iliac the meeting of Congress is
Foraker—ber, well, that's all about
Chauncey lepew hen been mentIoned
Sherman will make a lien) pull for the
The West present* about as strong a
Now that die election* are over the
As (smite R-publicana, they are aome-
THE PARDONING POWER.
PRESIDING OFFICERS.
•
great tleal of tlisereti•m.
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WHO WILL IT BE:
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-
groom.' by virtue of two
ii ta-I 
Edmunds', Hawley and
1111011 "" I tiler with leniocratic Seitatere as well
st
hi 
.
dered. Ile la
re-
 
make the strongeet light for the Chair.
save them from a much shorter routethan that of their brethren gone before.
and there will be en petitioning prayers
a repetition of an offense once condoned.
smaller Pilch scene as the Haymarket,
that can or pardoning power that will
quick to extend a helping hand to any
cause which seem"! to be trampled upon,
Let them beware! But arouse theIll by
yet these same people will never pardon
passions. Antenig other things' lie call:
sl he day of reckoeing is approaching.
once broken it wiil be a MUCH easier
number. The American people are
very sentimental and sympathetic, and
matter to hang the second batch than
the first, and the power that eaved
be exerted in behalf of atwitter of their
further trouble, and that is that the lee
responsible lur the Haymarket riot.
these men before they attempt to make
Fielden and Schwab would never again
in all parliatneittary tomes. tie ia pop-
speech in allowed so long may we expect
animrchtisnit to thrive and grow fat. This
bombs and is considered in a manner
is one of the moat dangeroua of nien, for
for the murder of those innocent e'en
lie it Waft who taught Lingg utak.
But, one thing should be considered by
The rentainder of lila speech was of the
saute nature, calling upon the anarehietsto take vengeatwe into their own hands
In Chicago. While such liberty of
sigleeby. Anarchists, I say arouse.
fort the adjournment oiling session.
You know what is expected of you."
flitter to kill any prestige that the elec- do well to act upon. For lastauce,
arrest, in the trial, and In the hanging
point my fiercer at Grinnell, Gray, Bon-
field, seine of the judges of the Court of
lie 
Appeals, and that coward of a Governor,
a movement is on foot to verb him In
beware. That debt alien be paid. 1
Diapatches from Washington state that
thou of bliettuau might go e film in life the examination of the accoUnts of etie 
lilt he could to excite and holame their
nationel couvention. II this is the case,
anti tie frietitle uf the other esnators fees are found charged and nitwit roes-
Let those inen who are interested hi the
unite upon hint to order to deteat Sher- dutiable practice Is resorted to to enlarge
speech to about 300 people In a hall in
guilty a.- the other in intent, and if re,
begun and that a few more hangings
can be whaled. Herr Most made a fiery
man, then hie election is assured. The the amount of fees. Frt'quently the
that they will tight Sherman to the bit- the vompensation of most of the United
jitry and the Supreme Court of Mined,.
a tooth for a tooth?" Was not each a-
bail tw the moral rigilt interfere?
New York, last Monday night, and did
'ere eleetion, but it has been given out $5,0410 per annuin, which more titan
ter eud in this contest. Senator Hawley
question Ina. it right to hoer-fere?
the maxim 
-an eye for an eye, and a
will be neceseary before the atiershista
Blaine faction would not oppose Mow. amount thus oolleeted is as high as
as he bar plenty 01 abiliiV and is well up; end oust' compensation is disproportion-
demanded that murder be puniabed to the
tempered with mercy. yet in the case in
-criffold. not milt- for example, hut rill
W0411.1 11111101lblealy Ole chair well, ,
net the cri
full extent of the law 114 devidtal by the
of his opponent..
dee did not demand an example:, elle
tulle that justice should always he
will likely be the next president pro
Vein of the senate; if not Senator Sher-
man has a better chatire than all the rest
deal of talk has been going the rotted.
other, did not. If juatiee only demand-
done as well to take only the life of one. as
Oat sacrifice %Alta offered, and commute
the aditence of the other six? No, jus-
don as to who will be the choice oh the
jury." He atems to have classed them
out doing vio'ence to public justice."
ahould have emealed for merey
tel an example, a hy would it not have
honored with the Speakersidp. A good
suggested by a good many politiciens, fore oily commie/loner and requiring an
dad be placed in a position where lie
conuot do so much harm.
that Mr. Carlisle would decline the elec-
tion on the ground that he might be of
wore value on the floor to his party, and
be able to combat the Randall faction
with more effectiveness. That has been
Deuttoracy. Kentucky
but there is little doubt but Mr. Carlisle
carried off by fireekenridge.—Globe-
service to the party, his &nests for tide
a'l in the mine category a+ regard- guilt,
yet he ton commute the sentence of two
will again accept the rest anti Mr. Ran- the same before the comnalsoloner %alio
tlemen have been members of tnat com-
mittee, although Mills' rank upon it was
upon it the longer. Breckenridge isles'
auto if for no other, he would be a better
of ex-Speaker Carlisle for the positiort
should govern in the choice he would
get the place, hut there is • reasonable
ability, and that lie has rendered good
attacks from the needed e leg of Dem-
ocracy. With lila gm' views, Mr. Mills
on hid part, but an open stand made for
clemency on the ground of "puhlie
vial plea, had some effect. He mays:
as well as of alleged and claimed for
them outside of the record !tea failed to
tending to impeach the verdict of' the
"in the interest of humanity anti widt-
h tkrea not alter the cue that aome
the Chairmauship of the Ways and
Means Committee H011. W. C. l'.
nominally the higher, and hie services
radical in his minuets:in of the protec-
tive system than and tor this roe.
igeticy, when comprotniae it imperative
acted. The .elituelcian luoi often been
"mentioned" in connection with the
the President than Mills, and it ha* long
Mille of course, is the °ranking" mem-
probability that the President's wishes
Chic prize, as a coiesequence, will be 
II
position at present is questioned. Now
must be done in the way of tariff reform
bead of the Ways and Meant; committee
time. Ile is rather too dogmatics and
There would be no effort at conciliation
amnestied.' of petitions were edit him:
also that many person's of high standing
policy." Yet why he should have fa -
"A careful consideration of the evidence
produce 1111011 my mind any impression
Breckenridge, of Kentuoky. Both gen.
luau tor the poeition in the present re -
it revenue leftists
place oho* the defeat tor re-election of
watt. There are good resitting forassutu-
been understood that he is the favorite
tier of the committee, and if seniority
will be consulteti in this matter, and that
that the time haa come when something
it is eesential that a man be placed it the
inclined to have everything his way
on the eultject are happily of a nature
conew there la no way for the outside
is known that every effort uses made by
their friends and attorneya, and that
vortal Fielden and Scheab partitailarly
is a little dark, mikes indeed their epe-
hi the record of the trial of the parties,
Hoe. W. R. Morrison, the former Chair-
Democrat.
whore actions will not call forth bitter
would hardly be a suitable man at this
free trade. A compromise between
these two poles 16 necesury, and no
thau W. C. I'. Breckinridge. His views
coincides with *hat Mr. Carlisle thinks
considered good and sufficient reastons
wrote private letters begging executive
man is better fitted to bring thia about
that would tit in between the extremes,
and no doubt but what lie would accent-
safe and comervative man, and as he to
brought to bear upon 111111 :tilde from
the plea for mercy front those Ilien.
plight INUeli more good than could Mr.
Mill.. Mr. Breckifiridge la noted as a
the preeident'a choice, and his policy
for the commutation of the sentences of
is his action aubject to eritlelam. Of
Hon. R. 44. Mills in aspirations for
leg that he would be more aoceptoble to
eon(' to determine just what power was
will be best for the party, he will doubt-
lees be given the Chairmanship.
Fielden and Schwab, but none the Iteo
It. la thought that Settator Hawley will
It seem, as if the full tied only just
II the pool 16 formed Senator Hee ley
in the lower House, there is no 'pies-
ROBE MA:MINUS NECESSARY.
The most funeidable of the riva:.
While no one• will doubt Mr. Mills'
Goy. Oglesby doulithoa hail what he
THE CRIMEA:18W.
THE COMMI:TITION.
me is arrant death tite
g lation of any kind be en-
_
 
will agsio be uiay be arrested umny itille8 away and
advocating anti-prohibition, and on the I
prohibition. In the meantime Uncle Re- (Moat) set the Members, each one of
ell occuplee two C0111111104 in the Atlanta!
Constitution of yesterday
next page Col. H. W. Grady takes up body being many are one hotly; so also
three column' with a speech advocating la Christ—and now bath God (the Holy
off when the victors will do full justice
to the vanquished and the vanquished
gratifying to know that these are los-
ent population of the country the war
Is only history. and the time is not far
full justice to the victors.
animosities of ttie souggle, but it is
ing their force. To one-halt the pres-
some years to cone to parade the pretty
color.
[dupery! partisaitiou will coutintie for
limit the entotitit that may be retained
because his editoriale were a little oft
/Once it became generally krtown that lie
hard for his livine ought not to be hung
bail to write editorals—and recl-hot ones,
too—for the generoto salary of $10 per,
week. A man who is ehriting that
oh the 'Virology are found many ang-
posaibly be interpreted in any other
has been built up for Michael Schwab
gestione that the emitIng congress would ,
melancholy one, butt the returns cannot
Cult court cotnuilesioners, limey Illegal
the Deuiocratic party in New York is
stronger without the Mugwump, than
way.
with then]. The fact is an exceedingly
of such eommissioners are very light,
the game breeze.
no chance to avoid the conclusion that
do not like American inetittitions there
are two courses open : Let them leave
the couittry or be provided with quarter's
in the penitentiary. The red flag and
the etare and /tripes cannot flutter in
enough to resist arguments addreeeed to
States district judges. Now, the duties
ate to the value of their services. The
Comptroller suggests that Congre-s
ency of a further reconstructimi of the
'southern states.
it with a club.
anti the balance be turned into the
cane might go farther mid fare woro,
search oh • preeidential candillate.
from New York our Republican coutem-
poraries are not dircuasing the expedi-
by them as fees earned during a year,
amount of 'their fees by requiring all
tier for aoinetrody to etart preeideutial
old, but he is nervy, tied the Republi-
many of the commissioners swell tile
donee Uf course, then, large glInlit fur
United States Treasury. Ile states that
warrants issued by them to be returned
before themselves, although the tun
in the neighborhood of conic:tee-
the commissioner's fees are increased,
stoner Witte the warrant returnable be-
purchase.
boom for Uncle
mileage are charged by the marshal and
oath of the mondial
you have to buy, you, Conte Intl
by pleasing a law waking the commis-
about you; we have kicked et you: and
now, it there is euything in our lite that
He suggests that the; can be rectified
niay live nearest the place where the
dotibtedly save the government many
gestions are contained in the report,
csountry we boast of our liberty
and treedom of speech, yet when free
deeds of violence, there is dine to call a
party was arrested. This would tot
Olive during tee put lical year exoeeds
sides a large amount of official work of
a worker.
and manfully when lie sent dirt vulgar
day ; but that sheriff did all he could to
thein the right of speech. Even Mur-derer Turner Wad permitted to make a
stump speech, and Murderer Patterson
speech means the exciting of ruen to
canglit up and carried by the %Inds all
over this ctuntry, doing evil every-
speech by thou men might have worked
est pitch, and the exciteineut produced
graph nomopoly, and that Is the foot of
thous Ind dollars. Many more good Bug-
* legal nature. Verily, Mr. Durham is
herd of anarchists to the scaffold yeater-
make martyrs of them when he refused
will be accorded the sante privilege.—
i ng were the came of death and disaster,
and every word uttered by them was
cago were such that a rabid anarchiat
untold distaster. The pasisions of [nen
for weeks had been roused to the high-
by the dying appeals of three martyrs( Ili
We have epit upset you ; we have lied
ham is looking titter the interest of the
people. The Recounts exandned hi.
that of the previous
halt. These men by their speech-mak-
where. The coudition of affairs; in Chi-
might have started a work of horror
that would have laid low many men.
Sheriff Matson did exactly right to pro-
case, and the comparison of the Times is
foot big enough to rque!ch the tele-
of 
Uncle Sam. It should conic down
which shows how well Comptroller Dur-
hibit all speeches, for their last utter-
ances showed but too plainly what
some revue inuat be given to the couu-
try for tide defeat, and no other seem.
that the Republican party is a hole,
and the Tribune is up the only sapling
that reaches toward the top rim.
swiftly and crushingly.
would have been the nature of their re-
marks. Their's) was not an ordinary
plausible. The truth of the matter is
Macon Telegraph : Col. Evan P. How
Louisville Times.
can party ; that its candies in New York
of the Republican party. Granted that
drew their strength front the Democra-
cy. Leader( off both side issues, the
party than the per cent. of Prohibition-
hoe from the Republican ranks, yet
not at all appropriate.
ticle attempts to prove that the sole pur-
election of the Democratic noutineeei
great object—the complete destruction
It State, end the howl raises] by the rule
found fur the decadence of its party. A
larger per cent. of the Labor vote in
pose and inteut of the Prohibitionists is
to break down and destroy the Reptibli-
teem that are not subversive to the one
the canvass of the Prohibitiouista in New
York did much to elect the nominees te
the Democratic party yet their vote ou-
ly offset that of the Labor party, who
New York came from the Deinocratw
REPUBLICANS AND PROHIBITION.
that the pulpit is prostituted. and camp-
meetings are held rudely for that pig-
une is only that some excuae must be
was to that end, and resulted in the
pose; that it has no aspirations nor in-
St. Leiria Republican : and
Democrats are In the majority 111 the
Louisville Post: A great sympathy
St. Louis Globe-Democrat : 'nide is
Lit the report of the Fine t'omptroller
Naahtville Anierican : For thou. who
St. Louie Republican: Since hearing
St. Paul Globe : It will now be in or -
There is a limit to all things. this
Courier Journal: Ohio to the South:
Old Dick Ogleeby did 1)18 duty nobly
Chicago Journal: There is only one
The Chicago Tribune in a lengthy sr- di] 
DURHAM.
00 e•THY.R •SID KARI, WORsk.
Nor fOo THICK.
111flitk HUI 8W•LLOW If.
THE wosorot.v.
Wil•I tiCHN Ali.
It'SI LOOK •I I's.
PRESS COMMENTS.
w ( 01•104Its OPKN.
HAND TO HAND.
FREE SPEECH.
NO, 1111014
Dick Oglesby. He is
No skull is thick
year by 7,539, be-
that lie will return
loth a letter just "as my body is one, slid bath many
!soy, or ndnietry, or teaching, or the
I spirit that dirrlieth u 4! "
en (make alive) our mortal bodies by his
show mercy." "For there are diverel-
the whole multitude of
Christ up from the dead shall also qutick-
scattered !) "giving glee whether proph-
ties of gifts, but the same Spirit." For
members and all the memlwri of the
body." ("Alas, how are the members
power to exhort—to give—to rtile—to
Spirit of idea that raiseth up Jesus from
to be tempted of the devil," and in
among the people," now dwells lit the
church making it "an habitation ofilis God," and in each member making "his
the dead dwells lit us, he that raised
synagogues, preaching the gospel of the
body a temple of Gott," "ant% If the
kingdom, healing all manlier of ilisease
them Otto ail toot," "to glorify him,"
the Chrimt had said to them," "to teed-
fy bear witnesa, of him," "to guide
whose power lie came, "teaching in the
as a play-ground whereon to turn fflp- anti now "are We the body of Christ, Saturday FathitituTtkil ortoYn VItetetbit.. Wetter*, Mr, Mot3btiet,. itlisteteill.erra.urdd i.r Jestsought to be photographed.
teach his disciples all thinqii and to bring
all thinas to their remembrance that he
*holed the "Christ into the wilderness
flaps mei cartwheel.. The situation and God, (the holy Ghost. hath set colored, while at work tot a scaffold at may Rutherford were milted In rear-
truth," "the comforter" "whom the
mus Harris 111 using the editorial page them In the body asht bath pleased him,
lr 
charge of inactivity direly totteut be
Ghost were multiplied!"
departments lit the present administra-
of the "one body" had rest, in all
Judea, and Galilee, and Samaria, and
tion. The president Minitel! Is labor
the Lord, anti iii the comfort of the Holy
Father sent in the name of ottriat," "to
brought agalest any of the heads of
personified, overwork broke down Sec-
pretest) Clirha (the anoluted in the ey
agognea, that lie is the Son of God."
['teary Maiining's health, and 110W same
retary Whitney's physleiana have elided
a halt tipon him. Laboring for the
democraey ilepeniled
were edified, and walking in Lite tear of
people may wear nut the cabinet, but
the ranks of the sound atni vigorous
to till VIICAIICIee.
Stephen, a man full of faith and of the
the same Ott, and Saul "tilled with the
Ghost, and wiatiom, whom. we may ap
Holy Ghost, began "straightway to
from the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, is
from that smote : "!I the health of Jeff
the Republican National Committee will
point over title burliness," "mid they
much more frank than moat utterances
at °nee employ the beet medical talent
Globe-Democrat la the author, also, of
men, of honest report, full of the Holt
Holy (Omer and others for this work.
lit the Ueited State. to take charge of
the ol•I gentleman." The editor of the
diet celebrated predictiou, made in ISM,
that the bloody 'Mir, was good for at least
two Republicaii preeitlenta yet.
ern States, but base all their appeals nn
imi dren, awl to all that are afar errs as
the Holy Ghost speak the word of God
with holiness," but also when men were
amited to ''serve tables, the COMIlland
was "look out from anion you IteVel
Davis is seriously impaired, we hope
party is die party ut sectionalient; it'd
anti patriotism hi the country is conceit-
expectatioe of carrying any Southern
of the Holy Ghost," and so tom son ''fur
mans as the Lord sitali call."
leaders seek no lollow lug in the South-
the pretenee that the whitlow, purity
one who received his testimony concern--
the picefflise is to you, and to 3 our chit-
trated in the North. It gives up all
State, and reeks by arousing war pate
liones and faat-dying sectional animosi-
oonduct of the Government to treat one-
tit* to solidify the North, and in the
above the selfish wan in all that ditto-
and tunes es notea in the tallest oak is
above the ground-liver, who's similitude
our Atiarehiet assassine a polite, though
diplomatic, answer. Had he been speakC
of the Fattier the pronise of the they
Ghost 'said Peter; he bath shed for this
(fig "the Carlo" received ales the gift
half of our people as aliens or enemiee.
life's duties amid occesionally rises out of
himself for the public good, la 114 high
plumes its wings in the light of the sun
to the earth is indicative of its habits.
to the French
comitry a bundled years ago, "when
as "the members," for "timelier reseived
has public 'pint, who has charity, who
taker In his fellows as well as hinted( in
his meditations, who willingly and cheer-
fully bears his part of We'd burdens and
tiles hutuen nature as the bird that
he gave the French sympathitors with
ing in a private capacity, instead of pub-
crime."
of Jesus, and with hid brethren, and con-
which ye 110W see and hear" and every
well as trained tilpioutat, and therefore
etipplication" until the day of Pentecost
filled with the Holy Glow!" Fur as the
"head of the church" was "anointed"
McLane, is a polite and courtly unan, as
lie, he might have rem
French meddlers that our murderers
Jesus of Naleareth (who was only the
carpenter mai
days hence: .and, ye Shall receive power
ape,- the Holy f. ;iv's! coode uiddi yna,
"abode in an upper room" the apostles
were of the same kind that afflicted their
conetiandineets unto the niceties about
depart front Jertiodein, but wait for the
the Holy (Shod," to be fitted to do the
dieted 11 ith one accos,d in prayer and
was fully conic, whet) they Lou "sere all
France got drunk with blood to vomit
about doing good, and healing all that
doing gosid.''
have heard or mite, for John truly bap-
tized with water, but e shall be top•
tized with the Holy Ghost not many
work his father gave him to do, 60 they
with the women, and Mary the mother
Holy Ghost and with power : who went
of the Lord I. upon me because he Oath
enemies did he make, for It written
"filled a ith the spirit," lie went about
him °through the Holy °hoot," giving
lie had chuare, that they should
promise of the Father *Met' said lie "ye
'then) ye shall be wituessea unu.) me."
This Holy Spirit dwells In "the one
*Hulloed we to presets the gospel to the
d "the carpenter," "Joseph's woe"
anointed both Herod, amid Pontius Pi-
and in favor with God and man," until
were oppressed with the devil; for God
poor: he hath /wet toe to heal the broken-
hearted." But not till thus anointe•
"teach in the eynagogue," or ''pleat
country round about,'' devilss come
out oh many, cry ing, Thou art the Chriet
•Jeitia in.:reseed wieloin and stature
was with him." A4 lie odd the Spoil
the gospel of the Lingdont." Not till he
"returned is ulo power of the *pi, it" did
the Son of God."
heathen rage and the people imagine a
theuiselvea, siel the rtilere take counsel
together, agaitiat the Lord, and ag diet
his anointed," "For of I truth agaitost
thy holy child Jesus, whom thou hut
late, with the Gentiles and the people of
hie fame 'Tread "into every place of the
Wrest, were gathered together!" No
vide thing, the kings ot the earth set
III 
"The .11oly Ghost," the Spirit of
.tacaamiline News.iieraid The
 the gift, so let minister the same CO the ground below. Ile wita the
"Then the churches . local assemblies
rt likewise the Samaritan' received
Courier
-Journal: The Republican
Not only did the apostles "tilled with 
Nashville American: The man who
Chicago Herald: This paragraph,
As he quiet'y waited "to be tilled e
As it is written "Ilow God alleluias(
Even after his rerurrection, we find
Again, it is written, "alit. do the
Philadelphia Ledger: Our Minister
The Christ and tbe Holy Ghost
A BIBLE READING, NO- fl.
NO DkoNK11 IN IN A! HU K.
Utikg rit•NK IHAN %UAL.
DRUNK WITH 51,0011.
shuNs Ok ENEMIES..
NOBILITY ITORLY.
Republic, Hon. Robert
I thus ansaitted.) %Rif the
oosossosesteseweessr°°°°—°""setarruotosesserasaoseetweseerseeocettoosaas eestoseeesasaosoososesseserosoo s
disciples, chose
inded theee
I of Gate-keeper Buck CoLier, that they
I seek thee. Arlie therefore and jtot thee
utoL
!down, go with them, iloutoing nothing:
Lunch Goods, Cakes and our Celebrated Cream Bread.
Something We All Want
 
1*) logl•se every man bath received the by being precipitated about thirty
one to another, as good stewards of the employ or Mr. John ter, who seta him
the church, *moth s, prophets, teachers' the say Imo with a pai 'toil *evident
speak, let film speak as the oracles of temporary struvoire. The twoffulti Was tildf r.Lsiheteril'eaujillelY mewl erseprediltli ttleiterat elilidaerioll.God. If any minister (to the needs of ninty-hive feet high aiol 40 tool norked the sioonamte!ation trate and its.. manyothers) let him do It as ot the ability down he reached the Imo areelon, friends in HopkinavIlle. Miss Ruttier-
manifold grace of God." tot ally man out to the try lion to tale desist the
doth the Spirit ol God nth+ ill the body rhat rhe moo
 wag toiled, as he wad on. :5of Chrlet leading it as he led the head. temaciolie whet) picked tip. Ile ralli 1 I
which God gi vet h."
Christ, saying, • when the thee had come however, god tie3 fold few touted is be tendered a reception at the reitictritu
Chilblaine, Conte and all Skin Itrup..
the Gentiles ahould bear the word oi the lot two.
cements of their buggy.—Clarkeville
tione, and positively cures Piles, or nopay required. It Is guaranteed to givepertect eatiefaction, sr money retentied..
H. B. Garner.
Tobacco. leaf.
Fever Sores, T et ter, Chapped Hands,
for have tient them." And to Philip Rahway to Princeton atitle allot her out-
'A'0,10,1 11.7:1:111:(j.t011unrit.lillyfiaetlf,t0ottli otla.i'lha:1101te.r"e let to Evatieville'e Southern businese,
socletlee where the authority of the Ho-
jailed. Yesterday they were brought
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
Lord,. to Peter, "Deltoid these nen
there were certain prophets and teachers,
Glioet, departed." No need of misiouary
sent by the Holy Ghost and tilled with
$1,000 bail each was Rent to jail to await
sault 1/110/1 a clever arid deteneelees
Bruises, Sore,. U leers, Salt Rheum,
they being edit forth by the Holy
ly cahoot recogitized and subutiVed to.)
Vie Holy Ghost, we find Saul at once
tireouncing one who sought to preveitt
terrible blow to his grief stricken wife
the action of the criminal court. They
W0111411.
"Separate me Barnabus and Saul for the
work, whereunto have call them; so
the right ways of the Lerd, as "a child
will pay dearly for their disgraceful als-
o( the devil." Alas, so successful has be
been in "perverting the right ways of
the Lord:* the Holy Ghosit, that to own
his authority and 'seek his guidaitee now
before Esq. Caldweil, and in default of
is to find one's self alone. Then Barna-
lois and Peel, "tilled with the Holy
Ghost," preacted Christ to the Gentiles,
and tlicugh expelled by the unbelieving
other cooping through the fields. lie
Staten Satursay night, however, acid
both of them were brought to town and
Jews, they tilioult off the dust of their
feet against them and came unto Ictini-
and with the Holy Ghoet." Tills Holy
Guest, if "ungrieved," as It is written,
God for us," helpsour intionitiee, works
urn, but the disciplts were tilled with joy
(Shut," whom none can receive Out
turned arid its occupants thrown out,
"grieve not that Holy Spirit of God,"
"shede abroad in our hearts the love of
111116 both to will, and to do, of hie good
re of old "strivea with men" and 19, SS
then, "resisted." Are you resisting
the Scriptures, "for holy men of old
spake as they were moved by the Holy
those who have been "born again,"
Spirit of God; for they are foolisimeot
fearful speed moil the buggy was over-
arms caught at a negro
plessure,"tilling us with righteousness,
peace and jay," vaulting us Co abound in
hope," "gives utterance." Who now
hint? The Holy (Sheet, the author of
"born front above," "for the natural
man receiveth not the things of the
"Which things also we speak; not in the
comparing twit-Octal things with epic-
Ross demanded theireurrender, but they
put %hip to their 1101-6e and a race cum-
inetwed. Down the pike they went at
N. 
when Mr. Russ nabbed one of them, the
moo him; neither can he know them,
because they are spiritually diacerned."
They had just passed through that place
at a sweeping gait %heti the measage
hiore, tint out alter Client awl caught tip
with them near Geo. I). Minima'. Mr.
but which the holy Ghost trotheth;
gust ••
could interfere.
ut the outrage, and Sheriff Sutton started
in pursuit, while parties In St. Bethle-
words which man's wisdom teacheth,
although it happened last Thursday, the
iim 
clubbed his whip and struck Mrs. Collier
the lines, when they drove rapidly off
hein were teleptioneti to stop them.
was receive-1. Jas. H.,40 inoueting a
married wan about thirty years of age,
occupied a condonable country home in
several feet front the toll honer, where
she caught their lines anti demanded her
several blows with the heavy end on her
hands and anus, foreleg her to release
before 'several penises alio were in sight
facts were • ot made public until last
Sunday. Mr. Ildokiali Tapp, a young
the Silent-run erighboritood in the
and went to take toil. They refused to
pay, mid attempted to drive by the 
Madisonville. in Hopkins county, and,
family, up to about two weeks ago, eon.
Skaggs,
ton, Ky. drove through the toll-gate •
the bridge on the Ruerwliville pike, COW-
tertNxm Mrs. Collier saw them coining
plucky wornati, who had followed them
money. One of the bruter—Balley—
slated of an intelligent wife anti four
bright little children. About ten days 
hie way home lie and his wife stopped at
of fever caused the suicide. It was •
big to town and told Mrs. Collier, wife l
Thomas Kirkwood, to stay all night
tInily Ill a Phi congeetive chill, which
and young children, who are left. in the
men
would pay mm their return. In the af-
western portion of Hopkina county. His
ago he burled one of ids children and on
came into the sick room and began to
died several hour.. later. it is thought
Cite home 01 his lather- M r.
resulted in a lever. A physician Wall
ININIU10111s1 but the patient rapidly grew
that the loot of hisolilici mil the dent UM
the following day.
seemed drepotitieet, probably over the
reedit death of lila child. Ile asked his
brother fur a knife, which was given to
him, mei at a moment whet' no one was
sin oat aeverieg the wind pipe. He
world alinut 'neatness, but not however
While there Mr. Tapp Was taken Fed-
converse with blue Mr. Tapp
without indicts. ND Tem' was buried
worse. There lay afternoon lila brother
watching him piloted! it lute his !leek
Tite best salve in the world for f 'uts,
For as my Spirit rules in my body, sta the above result. It wee thought at firrt young lady. The tample departed on
Two quarts of whisky were among the
A sensatimial suicide occurred neat
Word was at once brought to the city
Last Saturday morithig two young
Imported Preserves and Pickles, Canned Goods of all kinds, Nuts, Jellies, Sardines,
named John A. Bailey and Jas. A
Buckles's Ariake Salve.
9LICO",r3E1a 
front the neighborhood of Elk-
Cat His Own Throat.
Veit-Pins.
Two Brutes.
Gaines,
Mechanical Toys,
Balls,
Horns,
China. Dolls,
Doll Bodies,
'Watches,
Doll Heads.
Bisque Dolls,
Wood Dolls,
I ubber 1)011s,
cabin by Sheriff
G-a,lbreath. Co_
•
without warning, este way with ford le taimitol aft 1 Itectollnpliallell
connections St Prineeton with the Ohio
tool epees tip a comparatively new field
for the merchants. The C. O. & S. W.
one 'hang', of care, thus melting the
shortest and quickest line to the South. in thst 000n1Y•
their traina—makieg close and certain noon by Rev. A. W. Meacham, sesfsted
point. South and Southwest. with only
ductal' at 5:15 p. tn. and Memphis at
R. R. have just changed the time of
Valley for Paducah, Memphis and all
every way possible, being liberal, gen-
erous mid courteous. The Ohio Valley
live, t itergetic men, who are rapidly
making a valuable property of it, and
S'otel. Stein at 10 :la a. re. can reach Pa-
ll p. tn. the dune night.
passenger atter In the hear future, when
they will show every attention to the
Railway intends opeiting a freight and
needs and comforts of their friends and
patrons 
—Evansville Journal.
excitement on Seventh etreet, near this
a turnout and while untier the influence
of liquor proceeded to paint the town.
who never fail to assist their patrons in Jr.,
Offic2, Wednesday afternoon. He hired
several times, beeitiee discharging two
man about town, created considerable
pal streets of the city, tiring off
He drove recklessly over the prime-
"; Pi1"1 at intervah'• When "ear bed was spread a railroad leap. Mr.this other, Smith tired off his revolver 000rter, mosetsation
 with roe
 Now
loads from a shot gun. 'fine
force mounted horses and started after
the young man, whom they
ed from his buggy and leafeled ids gun
some dietetwc out on the Princeton road.
at the chief of police, but it was taken &neigh was gleaned, however, to oor-
brought to town and sent down to the I toes boo to cooing
 here
 was for the
from him by that individutd. He wal l redly state that the oisiect these gentle-
lork-up. The next afternoon he wu
arraigned before Judge Brasher and
When overtaken the young fellow leap-
fined PIO and ettet for reckleis ehootin
gate keeper and fast driving, for which
ts,'"Gcxxle Delivered Free to all parts of the City.
$12 and coot tits assessed. 
He Was then tried before 'Squire Tins-
ley charged with defrauding the toll-
Staple and Fancy Groceries Farmer s Hardware
WIN. ohs bevels MISS
 she clung to Castorm, qne. This gentleman wasWhoa she had children, she gave than caner* ter, also of Chicago. lie, too, was u-
lnas Baby wse sick, we gave her Criteria,
Wiles She was • Child she cried for Trattoria
oinpletion of the Dote
Panes leaving here on the strainer
The tibia alley its the hands of
George H. smith, a well known young nee and that gentleman confirmed the
Centaur Liniment IN the most wonderful Pain-Curer 
 
C h Tec
The Oil. 1 alley Railway.
Next Deer to Maissell*s, tO3 Maim Street, Hopkie•• ille, lb 1..
the world has ever known.
believes in "quick sales and small
profits." Call and try the new
man and wants trade. Because he
you will find is the place to get bar-
gains. Why ? Because he is a new
Disgraceful Conduct.
niture, plain, fancy, fine and cheap,
daily all the newest designs in Fur-
back of Phcenix Hotel. Receiving
and
Gossett's store on 9th street, just
somest and, at the same time, the
cheapest set of furniture in this city
suits, which are the finest, hand-
FURNITURE STORE.
chas. McKee & Co.,
Seeds, Produce and Provisions,
('aromels.
('ocoanut,
urn 1 )rops,
Chocolate.
1;on Bons,
Marshmallow,
Nongatines,
Stick,
Haystacks,
Vrt licit Chocolates
French 'reams.
SOMETHING NEW.
astaria
Just received some new parlor
GOSSETI"S
overtook deemed it imprudent to furnish the
Pollee bleat present to speak definitely as to
1 ,E. 'J Fit- IN-
I...et Hag,. last 1
ore podits. They will return Saturday amid
AT
g• railroad through our territory. These
! weeks we would hear something "drap."
oh the humediate ineetters ad frieeds
Rev. W. 1.. Nuurow fli Sating. A few
street.
the residence of the bri.le's mother, the
by a Methodist minister, and his remains
deposited at the old Capt. Cuthbert
Monday night at. the age of fifty -five, at
neral procession probably ever witneseed
Montgomery, of abases' of the throat.
Ills funeral was preached Tuesday after-
Roach's place. It was the largest fu-
deguished looking gentleman walked
habit*, executive ability, mid of 'mini-
been 1.11411 of exceptional personal
ty. He web a WM 01 Rlakti....0-d W. Galore,
11114, a brother to lir. Richard W. Gaines,
other individual omitted In and glanced
about the office, as if expecting some
to room No. 12 The following day an- Hams, ,liagar eared,
signed to room No. 12. These facts
miachable iiitegrity. He Was recog-
nized a• me of the 'mast sucessaafiti, use-
ful and valuaele citizeits ot Trigg came-
o( Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy.
up to the office counter ot the Phtenix
F. Loomis, thicago." Ile was assigned
believed the strangers ti be railroad
men. Judge Landes was seen at his of-
and D. A. Courter were closeted in the
sent up his card to room No. 12, and a
of Messrs. router and Towers. On the
Hotel and in • clear hand wrote "'Mos. evReertylittreen.e; IrPalkt1enavleirilea.: .."rrt."' tom
were furnished the reporter who at once
reporter's auepicien. A few hours
later Judge Landes, 'I'lloe. F. Loomis
former's office. Wednesday our reporter
few minutes later stood in the presence
ilt• man, stated that it was not &Jetta-
bit purpose in teaming here, that be
press with ally information w hatever,
but for its to lay low, and that in a few
purpose of investigating the feasibility 
of this city.
of constructing another and independent
gentlemen are In no wise connected with
tie 0. V., and it is clear that we are to
F1EL1LTITSIS.
hear something very intereating in the
near future.
p. In. train for Louisville mei other
Mr..1. . Gain**, one of the most in-
Tuesday night a tall, gray-haired, dia-
°Irritative breath vanishes with the tise
Deane at Illealgeneery.
'Ottees.my sifierimou at 4 :SO, at
ews.
H:er;;-ets
e
Canned Fruits.
'itron,
Grapes,
Sultanas,
()ranges.
Apples,
Pears.
I )ates.
Itananas,
Lemons,
Raisins,
l'igs,
Mr. Gaines has al V01)11
D. A. Cour-
Or Pr.V .(o. I. es recolla.
Roth *ekes adm1tt d to the Study Nall and
 respect. to the best. 1 oung Notice Hoard withthe President in College ituiltling emelt gen-tlemen on private (*allot* Pro* of bo.ed.moderate For forther part oc turn. ,atalogilett
Re,ilatice &loom+. 1 Ion in a et (tool equal in all
Itte. adilrees J %WKS E.
Tuesday, September 6, 1887.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
So:th Entaiiy
ART, SCIENCE, LETTERS, EN01-
 Hair Dressing
Jones and I. H. Jones. All
I Meets Monday in every month it ti M.
liespectfu 1$ invite tbe sbaving pul.lic to their
Coro Meal.
Cssis scodlea.s Car: is -
Grits, per gallon,
Clolvtleral".41s, ritall. •
Saffil llawillls &Co.,
san..tork0,64eides.tall
r Talne, patent
nrilorudr.., Standard
Bran and skopatuff. than 1,u,
goodIdetitreen no.
Colt,, JAM
Chere.rdonagfacA7serterY1
7th night each Month at their 1,41ge wi a
Harrissecreta”
Hams 'country/.
Pearl Meal.
New Orleans Molaimes. rateo,
talluotm7as, per gallon
Beans, navy, per bushe.I.
Peas, per bushel,
SCCuraclagriakrilledYLRNNieee.w6.0r14;ana..
ialt.grIlat:KnRulutalar wiw's..b.abra,76kmai 16.1.41..ushe6.1e,
smith. Silas Johnson, G ; C Li. RuBn P. .5
SPagotittoesnaw.:pei7rirbak,7:111;:s-hel. end
SltweretrePel.rNb"fres. r
=int:sear. per barna. -
and Dverettiners Hai Maio street. townie
v. F. 
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. ler, 0. 5. te.
Pjes.. sn;PWNdlitaci"ClaiirakluNt.;r34. Y. "; W
awakens Sarno. Noe _-
Lemma. per dozen, -
Oats, per oushel.
Tai:efocthatucg.pergreeicwt.
C. B. F. HMI Postell's block ourt street
HOPEI NSV ILL1141),,r4 j.)Flo/Grit. p.NO. IOW 0.
Hay, per cwt. r clover,
THwoigs.._lowsren.
street. second story over Weider and overblou-ses building. R. McNeal. President; Ned Tur.
Katie ashy, Serretary.
Ilidesoiry, that,
Augusta Rumen, W. P; Larne 'Slinks, D. l'
:500'el..elt Henry A. ay not. Preodent: H
Hides Green. -
srimonth, I o'clock, at their lodge room, Main
net. See'y.
H•II, ourt street. K. II Alain W. DI; I,. 14.Burteer. secretary.
Cam), Rotate A Co.'. crilL e.
Ii /•'.
moa),,D0..RDER OF THE MON HAIL
FLORENCE 1.01101E, NO 27, DAUGHTERS
each month.
ci„,r,KSNIta HTSvO.TWTHckrabi4GOIN.D.RCN. CROSS.
Thompson Block, drat Monday night in each
 11"071ENTAL cliheraft Nui. 14.. A. M.
month at Masonic Hall.
J. I. Linde& offIre.
ery roonth •t I
HOPILINsTtillt LODOX. SO. 87. A. 7. A. N.
Hall
Meets at IL.11 4.8"*. ft. F. H.ACII'Lieffel"sou.nsel itirlboaony ea
imeetneut of I tirellorrIA0,1 Preabyterian
MERCY ENCILIITNINT. NO. Si. I. 4). 0.
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110A TON COUWelL NOACHOS1111 rams
R, Asidertate,- Hail.
Atoler.woo -
(tool forget the place.
•INCUTTINIC
G•iss DILL to10.1. so. 1Z. . • el-aerri.• 255
ettssinteteesa. Seepedliver.eirensib-
sees peraliar properties IN freeing
small. Miriam; sugar coated. Price,
Meets let and ird Wednesday nights of tub
ilmi bowels, sad are unequaled se aa
le malarial districts Moir virtuesaro widely recognised. as tbey par
fa teats per boa.
()Mee, 44 Murray St. New Yorl.
oas the diasotly• organs. raerwistes
tam systems from !bat poises. Deo.
Meets 2n.I and 4th Monday nights at noose,
GREEN RIVER I.A.iDGE. NO. 311, I. 0 0. F.
MUSAD0RA TEMPLE. NO. S. OFF.
Wets *I and 4tb Tuesdays in each month io
Meets ard Monday night at I. O. r Dalt
Reenlat and lid Illoaday evening la
Meets 1st mid lird Tuesday night* in Poetel"a
KIRK'S
Stated con•ocilittona Rid Allueday of mail
Time of meeting, Id and 4th Tumidity. al Mc.
'Meets *ednesla each utonth at Jolou
Meet. 4th Mowlay in curio oboist :ot Ma. alit:
lielire meets 1st and Rd Thursday nights at I.
tDe. Tuttli Manna' sent free to any addrum
Lodge meets at Muionic Hall. Sril More
Meets the let and 3.1 Fridays ta wrath mon.1
Meet. every Friday night at I. 0. F. Hall.
WHITt
Meets and 4th Thursdays sulesmiwein
bodge meets the 1.1 and 4th Thallideell ev-
Tonsorial Parlor I
HOPKINSVII.T.E, KY.
Meet. let and Itrd Tue.,1” to east. 111011'h at
7111 street •41,inins Iltirnrisse Claire
awarded a filet clays medal at tee
SBA VINO
Done le the very bestuyis.
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE
ew it lean 4 EXI4 psi t ion. Guaran-
teed alnolutrly rum, and for general
hotoehold purposes is the very bort
Pelliteaud Skillful Barbers.
CHRISTIAN LOWS., NO. Mk K. Of N.
IIVIIKGR.isisro•WlirraiLtotNi.(::.$115.11•
NEER1NG, NORMAL, COM-
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CHAN P0011410.
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38th 'Year Season Begins
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T HE NEW Eli vawit gorts•tna*.
• --
1 A new fence is being placed a-ound
—rtill.15MRD PT—
Now Era Printing and Publishing Co. 
the Methodist church.
Honest goods, hottest workmanship,
SI A YEAR. lioneet prices at U. Kelly's.
A new fence is briug put up on the
wean side of the court house, oil Webber
Street.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, '881.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
Itit margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
t,) .n: ) o Ott ti.
Mr.. Ciro. W intr.* spent blond:1y in the citg,,
511i a Ada lernuedry siwitt Sioadity 10 *
*Hy .
Jr. Mel tnisa, of • incinnat,, 0.. o, a tise
"it
Me. K. Wear-loci, -drummed" the city Tis4-
.13 y
Me. N.B. 'thy er has milliard from
v dim
roof. Jam. K. sc.d.c) tiac seturse.i from N
Lea Smith, • f Spriagdeld, was is Me city taro
nein.
Mr 1K rerrr Mg.. On 1.4n11..
Mr. Abs Shyer Spent Sunday 'sibs -Bach
4. is."
Miss tittles,of Treston, we. in the city wed-
newiro .
Mr Thee. V. Iseosalto, of 4 hielligo, is in the di,
os hos:hese.
Mort !Sarah Shyer is • isitieg her sister. Mrs
N. B. Shyer.
Wrs. Beu Robiamo. ii. .itia her father. II
• H. Hopper.
Mr. Rd flay- ward. of Bonus, was isiti
here this week.
Sir ant Mrs. RwItman ars on a visit to par-
ents in Litt.,
Mrs 5 M. Brows, of Fairview Ky ,wee
the city Monday.
Mrs R. C. Jamieson. of Cent btoke, was :n thily
city Wednesday.
smelly Weil, of i neinnati. 0..spent Wed
seeder In the city.
Misses Jimmie and 'trent Walker, spent .5 ea-
tenlay is the city.
I.. J. rurrellian,1 wife, of Lafayette. spent
Monday in the city.
Mr... John Gregory, Church Hill, was visiting
in the city Tneeday.
Mrs. Aaron Met ark'. .tuhura. in visiting
Mr- 11. 51 aldwell
Miss loolye Coleman. of Itennettotown, spent
V. edseeday in the city.
.1.1 Dempsey. of Madisonville, spent owie
d Ay thi. week in the City
Mr and Mrs. i.. 5.. i.aither returned Wed‘
neetay from iocionati
5aminie White. of Newateed. was visit-
ing in the city WednerMay.
Mr. C. 51.1151ony. of Detroit, Web, spew{
Wednesday in ilopkineville. •
Mrs. W.J. Baron and children, of sd.
▪ are the fur. a of Dr c
Mr. James Ca hany.... of Trenton. ',pent Tues-
day in the city with friend..
Mrs.G. L W Maass.. of t larks % tile. Tenn ,
in the city v tatting retails e.•
Mc'. I. bane..., "( Belles iew. spent oeveral tined $10.
b. r• ;a the cat - Wetinewila
' Mr. Ran. Huggins, after two years
sojourn in Texas has returned to his old
honie.
Several of the young gentlemen of
the city drew prizes out of the last
drawiug of the Louieiana State Lottery.
A voracious L.olin n tryina stowed away
thirteen bircuits at the Lewis House
Thuroday morning and called tor more.
Now is your time to have your pic-
tures taken. Cubinet Photogroph* re-
duced to $3 per &Zell at Anderson's
Gallery. Come at once.
The long continuiel drouth which has
afflicted this city t uor niny weeks, nay,
isiontha, was broken Wedoredey night.
[he rain probably honed an hour.
Mr. Jelin 0 Rust has accepted an in-
vitation to deliver an Ischia-ear ••Pop-
ular Education and National Aid," at
Laity ette, Friday night, Nov. 25th.
The price of celery at the confections
ery stores hu been red uuced to five cets
a stalk, and the !deadens as well sa the
aristocrats can begin to wash juice from
some of the luxuries of life.
ONR Doihsa renews your subscription
te the Weeahe NF.W ERA for our year
and gets you a ticket in our big drawing
for next Fall. Tell your neighbors to
subecribe now and get the paper 'till
Jan. 1 1SC9 for $1.00.
Mr-. J. W. Rust, who has bees sort for sever-
al do, ., is reported convaleorent
11rs. Hark' r. of (iallat,n. sorter of Rev. Mr.
t enable, as •isatiog his family here.
Otto Melusgren and Kric Ericson,
left Monday night fur Nan Diego, Cal.
Mr. 4 B. retree. a y oung gentleman of Trigg
county, has Leen prospecting in the cit5.
N11,41 Lucy Price and friend. Mies Lizzie Fruit.
of Fruit Hill, .pent !.iiturday ili the city.
Mr. J. I. Haw Id) . of Louis, We. -pent a few
itoy • with hie parent. in tliia rut; bud nett.
Mr. limo. B. Blakey. of Buser115 ilie. %tailed
his heuttser. Dr. T. W Blake', here, this week.
Mr W. J Barrier( Losmasuile, after .4 few,
day ...point in Int. city. :married home ',attar-
oay.
Mt, Hatcher. of Trenton. • Ito has been via-1
ding Sir... J. W Ru.t, returned houses*
day.
MI &Jessie 51aughter. of Joann-die. is v sit-
ing her ouster. )1r. Joe Frankel, ;12 N. Main
litecrt.
Mr Maurice Kilia, a young gentleman of
Nashville, basal:meted • Immilloa w Ilh Simons. the brieineee men of the city that one of
A. I . Shyer A to. our great Ikeda is a Read of Trade
Mr tiro C. Atk moon, ..ecretary or the st. building. The benefits would be inesti-
it.n nail Coal Company, of Sarlington. it in usable. Concert u1 action can only
the .•ity this week
Mr. J. T. Smith and family, of Fair-
view, have moved to dim city. Mr.
Smith bought property on Maple street
some time ago, which has recently been
repaired and which the family now oc-
cupy. We are glad to welcome theni to
our city.
Last Wednesday afternoon at the reg-
ular meeting of the Tobacco Board of
Exchange the !'ollowIng officers were
elected : Nat Gaither, president; Geo.
Green, let vice-president ; 0. V.Thourp-
son, 2nd vice-president, and Mr. Tom
Fairleigh, secretary.
The South-bound lightning express
train, due here at 5 a. iii., was delayed
tour hours, Thursday morning, by a
wreck. Freight train No. KO ran into
train No. 64, two &Idled tisk side of Ear-
lington, abutieday light, and the caboose
was smashed into kindling wood.
Our enterprising young furniture
dealer, Mr. W. A. tioesett, calls atten-
tion to something new and novel at his
store. He claims to have the hand-
somest parlor suit in the city and we
have no reason to doubt his assertion.
Theme interested call settle the matter
by calling before the furniture is sold.
A street fight occurred in front of Mr.
Harry Garners residence oil Sixth
street late Saturday ulghcbetween two
well-known street walkere, Ella Roland
and Fanny Bradshaw. The Bradshaw
W0111711 plunged a sharp into
her antagonist's temple iotlictiiig an
ugly wound. She was *fleeted and
The executive committee mid officers
of the Christian County Bible Society
are out in a circular to the people, giv-
ing information in regard to the society.
The prime oh ject is the distribution of
the Scriptures. They led 1 the AMAMI
reunion the second Sunday ill Decem-
ber, and this year meet at ti.e Baptist
church at 1 p. ne on December 11th.
The Tobacco Leaf. of Clarksville, erred
in its statement that Lea is Boyd, col-
ored, who escaped from the clialti-garig
at Paducah, and arrested at Clarksville,
was Lewis Hester, the murderer of
Prince Bay nhau at Lafayette several
years ago. The negro who killed Hayti-
ban was Edward W1111111111, a notorious
and desperate character, alit., alter fir-
ing the fatal a lot, disappeared anti hamw
never been al p
kc 
lientied.
Mr. Albert Johnson •zol family left this week
for Cali:units to resole permanently. Mims
Mary Morris secOmplinie•I them.
Misses Mamie Akin. of Evansville. and Lucy
Bush, of Union county, have entered Bethel
Female lege as boanling pupils.
Mrs. Chaste. Adams, of Louisville, who came
over to atWod the funeral of her brother. Mr
Walter Hawley, returned home to.t.s5.
Mute Mamie Lou Hughes and Master Blanton
then, of MorganSeld, after a short void to
Mr and Mrs Jobs Friend, returned home
Wedneelay.
Syrup of Irtim
Mannfactureo only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture'. Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the most pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when billow' or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds anti fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale in 50 cents and $1.00 bole-
les by 11. B. Garner. Hookinsvilie, Ky.,
I Brilliant Social Event.
Oise ot the most notable marriages
that have occurred this season was sol-
emnized yesterday evening at S o'clock,
between Mr. 'Thome* Edwards and
Miss Aunt., Whitfield, at the residence
or the brille,4 fattier, Mr. J. Y. P. Whit-.
field. The Bev. I). A. Brigham per-
formed the ceremony ill his twilit brief
and impressive
ifernocrat.
Out et the Whole Cloth.
The following item was clipped from
an exchange. It is news here, but sup-
pose the Echo is posted :
A Minister it liopkinsvllle, Isat Sun-
day gave expression to stone women
(suffrage sentiments of a strongly arid
nature; a lady in the congregation show-
ed not v,ry well-concealed Emma Ab-
bott proclivities, but nothing crime of it
We *dyke our ministerial friends to be
careful There is no telling where they
may f uph an Einnis.—Muirletiburg
Echo.
Warehouse Left Anyway.
A conapiravy hie been unearthed at
Mayfield for the robbing of Blaylock tt
Allitkoh's tobacco warehouse. Last
Monday a hogshead of tobacco was mks-
frig, and It was discovered that it had
been stolen from one of the sheds the
slight before. 'the grand jury, iiivest'-
gated the matter, and Chas. Wilkerson,
colored, was summoned, and made a
confession implicating W W. Brizen-
dine anti J. W. Sanders, tobacco rebind -
ten .; Lucien Austin, railroad clerk, and
several negroes. The first two named
were arrested and put under bond, but
Austin skipped to-day. The grand Jury
indit:ted Wilkerson, Brizendine, Ben
1 'ravtiford and Scott I eigalle, and is still
at work. Their mode of operation was
to steal the tobacco in the night and ship
it away at the earlit*t moment to Louis-
ville and elsewhere, and diripou of it in
the name .of the tobacco rebandters,
Austin, the 4epot clerk, being in league
with them. The arrest* created big ex-
citement at Mayfield and in the tobooco
trade here.
Syrup of Pigs
It is beginning to be recognized by
be
had where men meet arid discuss mat-
ters together; Where they eau coneult,
interchairge views and discuss tiny press-
ing !reed. Start the ball rolling and it
I. only • question of a few months when
we will have it.
Mr. W. R. Long, the Sixth strict gro-
cer, who recently returned from Kan-
sas City, says men grow rich solving
the dirt problem over there. Out man,
for instance, owns a hill and hie rieigto
bor owns a sink-hole. When they want
to get up a speculating scheme, the man
who owns the hill pushes the top over
Into the sink-hole, and they make $10,-
000 Iwo out of it. Nething like being
up to snuff.
The little treetIe which spans a small
stream on the Louisville ct Nashville
railroad of this division, between Hen-
derson and Rankin, was discovered on
the at midnight last Saturday. The en-
gineer on the lightiiing express train
going north discovered the blue in
hale to avert a terrible wreck. As the
scene of the trouble is remote from tel-
egraphic facilities, the extent of the
damage could not be ascertained. Tile
passengers and the I 'tilted States mails
were transferred.
Henry Johnson's Murderer 14 Reheated
From Jail on Bond.
Miles 0. Itidford, better known as
"old Rock," one of Kentucky 'e most fa-
tuous tourderera, has returned to this
city. He was liberated reeently from
the Trigg county jail, where he has been
incarcerated many long months. Five
years ago he was a hale and hearty man.
,
now lie presents a sad spectacle. Ile is .R
, giant frame wasted by disease and his
broken down in body and mind, his ore we Aro Aiallp.
somi murder, which was e I itt 'Lea a few
Wiles front this city. The tragedy oc-
ciirre.1 live years ago, but it is yet fresh
in the public mind. On the rimming of
November 3, 1S82, about 7 o'clock, Ili n-
ry 1). Johnson was inter:epted upon the
public highway, and ill the presence of
Ii. wife and child shot to death by
"Rock" Redford.
After the murder, his arrest and the
trial which followed, wade an epoch in
the criluinal history of Kentucky. lit
malty respects this was one of the most
retest kable and celebrated trials that
ever occurred Chriatian or Trigg
courAy. The cireuniatemee attendlog
the t-areedy, the high chariteter and po-
sition of the defendant, and the celebri-
ty of the leading courier! regaged, in-
vested this remarkable cue with great
interest. Ilk first trial, which grouped
together the talent of the Southern bar,
was held in this city, reoulting in a hung
jury. It was then continued from court
to court until finally, two years ago, his
lawyers got a change of venue to 'I'rigg
vounty. The trial there also resulted in
a disagreement. In the third trial he
was given seventeen years in the peni-
tentiary. Powerful influence was
brought to bear upon Governor Knott
to pardon hint which lie refused to do.
The Court of Appeals last Spring re-
versed the decision of the lower court,
and • few weeks ago the murderer was
liberated under a heavy bond.
Hon. Jas, B. Garnett, Kentucky's
greatest criminal lawyer, arguing this
celebrated case, concluded his remarks
as folk we: "We are relaxing the laws,
which leads to anarchy, and from per-
sonal violence to popular usurpation. I
tell you again and agaie, when you can
lay your hands upoil great delinquents,
make them an example; then you will
more easily check pernicious discords
and restore to its proper tension and
tone the harmonizing power of your
laws and your government. Gentlemen,
the whole State of Kentucky looks to
you this day for juetice, for this is an
awful crime, without all equal in all this
broad commonwealth."
The murderer is again the world,
with its swift moving wheels. From
being a giant of 200 pounds, he has
dwindled down to 130, and it seems as if
he is almost ready to sink into his grave.
Hie career has been a most remarkable
one, but the semi of life has about run
out, all he does not appear to be Able to
live inuch longer.
Last Slimmer, it is ealii, he siqwared
before an undertaker end purcheaed a
tine and costly metslic ceffiti, placed it
in a wagon and conveyed it to Isla coun-
try reeidence. It is a generAl rumor.
and not altogether improbstile, that he
also bought his tombstone with the in-
se..ription, "Miles G. Radford, died June
21, 1S86 " Thus the above would close-
ly iudieate that the murderer, in case he
, received the death or imprisonment sen-
A prominent young gentleman oil the I fence, would commit auicide June 21
legal trateruity will don the ItintrItii0- He always appeared to regard the deed
nisi yoke next week. The proopective
bride is ()tie of Ilie blowers of Louisville
society. terds will blow upon the
breezes about Saturday.
Livingston Buckner has sold his line
horse "Legbog" for $5**1.
Maj. Ferrill's lit W residence is about
vompleted and ready for occupant.).
Rev. A. C. Biddle has moved into his
new cottage on sonth Virginia street.
Mrs. C arrie Couts, wife of John F.
1'0114, oh Clarksville, died last Sunday.
E. T. Craig, representing J. J. McCaf-
ferty, breeder anti dealer in horses, is
In the city.
The interior of the Sheriff's office is
being handsomely decorated with new ; hau Altg y spirit utterly Lamed by his nil.-
wall paper. fortune and (lofted sig. Everybody
Mr*. it. R. Turit-r, an aged and moat KnoW• the hietory ot the Rad(ord-John-
A NOTED CRIMINAL.
Indy. 4I14.41 3I sprdigs
last saturday .
Mrs. TW) An, the venerable wife of
our fellow-townsman, Kirkiey Twy man,
is dangerously ill.
RENICw your subscription 1,efore your
paper stops; only $1 00 a year with tick-
et the draw lug.
Mr. G. V. 'ft peon now occupies
the residence oil Seventh street recently
nettle vacant by Mr. Nat Gaither.
Mrs. Sallie Wallace has moved into
the residence formerly tea:ivied by Mr.
G. V. Thourpeon, on Maple Street.
Prof. Swittlaagen lies rented now w-
e-tapir-8 the rceitienee on South Main
street, next dour to Mr. Ike Burnett.
E ()anus soy paper in the world
with the New KRA, cheaper than you
can get it otherwise. Call for club pri-
cy*.
'Pliere are several diereptitable and dis-
orderly negro dens within the heart of
the city and should be broken rip at
once.
Bishop Dudley of the Episcopal church
will visit this parish on the 27th, and
hold services morning and evening at
Grace church.
A new board of directors has recently
been organized and they will make all
effort to dispose of the old fairgrounds.
Suppose they turn the place into a first-
class stockyard.
The residence of' Toru V auglie, col ,
on Starling's premises, was burglarized
during his absence Monday morning.
The unknown thief was pursued but
eluded capture.
DoN't Bomeow the SAW Eie• when
you can get Its whole year for only
$1.00 with ticket in our $1,000 drawing.
Subscribe now and get it the balance of
this year free.
The New ERA MOillti like to know
why its Nashville papers are not receiv-
ed until after the 5 o'clock niail is dis-
tributed? This has been the ease very
frequeutly of late.
THIS NEw Elt• e for one year with
ticket in the drawing to eery person
who will get us up a club of five new
subscribers, at only $1.00 a year. Get
tie a chi') and renew yottr subecrip-
tion.
Capt. E. D. Spurr, civil 'engineer of
the Union Turnpike Company, reeigned
Tueeday and left inmediately for hie
home at Lexington. The resignation
was brought about oil Recount of an t111-
pleasant dissension.
Rev. W. L. Nourse, of Hopkineville,
is visiting the family of Mr. I). 11
litighee, and preached Iii the Presby-
terian t !lurch last night tend will have
services morning arid night until Moll-
day .—Morgsittield Sun.
Mr. —Hopson and Miss —Gregory, of
Trigg county, passed through the city
Monday sfternoon enroute to Clarks-
ville, to "unite destinies " They re-
turtied Tuesday morning. 'the couple
lope 1 t ity.e 1 p Ire dal int.rfereacc
THE NEN Ell.• YULE, 11-0411 now 'till
Jan. 1st. to all new stibetoibers who pay
$UM for next year. Renewals also
$1.00. Every subeerihrr gets a ticket
iii our 'Se drawing. Don't let your pa-
per .Cop, and ask your neighbor to sub-
scribe now.
Mr. P. E. Bacon, of Eldorado springs,
Mo., formerly a resident of this city,
died last Monday. The remains were
brought to this city Wednesday and the
funeral services held at the Christie')
church. The deceased was buried in
the city cemetery.
There is a general atringency reported
in the money market. Every few days
some fellow comes to ths front with a
squeal about hard tiniest:I Hopkinsville.
Just now there is not a city the
("tilted States where surplus currency
can be plucked from the bushes.
'I'lie manufactories of Hopkinsville, u
compared with its nreesited, are of no
moment. Not enough ex on is made
to induce foreign capital to locate with-
in our borders. There 16 no place with
better prospects, arid no field where a
richer harveat might be reaped.
The businese men of Ilenderrion met
Friday last for the purpose of taking
steps looking to the eatablislinient of a
Board of Trade. Rousing speeches were
made, and all present were enthusiasti-
cally in favor of the project. Why
shouln't Hopkineville imitate their ex-
ample?
The I., A. tt T. railroad, the $200,000
concern gobbled up by the monopolists,
is :demi completed. Capt. Or eery ass
at Cerulean Springs yesterday and in-
formed Mr. Jesse Harper that the cross-
ties will be laid about Saturday. The
road stops on the eorporation line of
Princeton.
Toni Beasley, one of the largest men
probably in America, died at Guthrie
Friday night. He was well known in
Hopkinsville, having broken up enough
furniture to start &small furniture store.
He sat in a chair made to order, lie
weighed over -100 pounds at the time of
hitt demise.
A very imeresting young people's
meeting watCheld in the basement of the
Christian church last Suriflay evening.
Mr. D. 1. Johnson is the president
and Mies Annie Tandy, secretary. 'the
programme was highly entertaining.
The meeting will be held every Sunday
at 6:30 at said church.
Kate Fletcher and her husband, both
colored, cut a disgraceful figure op f °site
Mr. R. M. Anderson's grocery last Tues-
day afternoon. Both fought like "ti-
gers,' all the while using the most dis-
gusting and ulmeenie language. Sheriff
Boyd called the names of the pollee, but
they were invisible. No arrest was
made.
McElrees Wine of Cardul is for sale
by the following merchants in Christian
County.
H. B. Garner,
G. E. Gaither,
Hopper & Son,
J. R. Armistead,
Clifton ( oal o,
W. II. Nolen,
W. II. Martin,
M. B. Miller,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mannington, Ky.
bam'aritigez Ky.
Crofton, Ky.
Pembroke, Ky.
he hail committed as one of necessity,
as aft act of merciful kindtiess to the hu-
man race. All in all it is a sad and ro-
mantic story. and an interesting chapter
in Christian's catalogne of crime.
Verahle—M•ere.
tio Tneeiley, November 22, at the res-
idence of Mr. Extein Norton, New
Brighton, Staten !gland, N. Y., Rev, J
W. Venable, rector of Grace church,
this city, will be united in marriage to
Miss Fannie P. Moore. Immediately
following the ceremony a reception will
be tendered theni at Mr Nortort'a, after
which the couple leave for Hopkineville,
accompanied by Mimi Carrie Moore, the
bride's sister. Rev. Mr. Venable left
Wednesday evening for Guthrie to join
Mr. Norton, the president of the L. &
N. road, and party, who have been
on a pleasure trip over the South,
and will proceed thence to New York in
his private car. Mr. Venable arid bride
are expected to arrive here on '1 batiks,-
giving day.
HALL'S
There is more Catarrh hi this section
of the country than all other dioceses put
together, and until the last few years
It was suppoeed to be incurable. For a
great many years Doctors pronounced it
a local diocese, and preecribed local
remedies, and constautly failing to
cure with local treatment pronounced it
incurable. Science has proven Catarrh
to be a constitutional disease, and there-
fore requiree a conatitutional treatment.
hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F..1. Cheney tt Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutions) cure now on the
market. It Is taken internally in doses
from 10 drop; to a trupoontul. It acts
directly up°, the blood and MUCUS sur-
faces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any case it fails to
cure. Send for circular and teetimoit isle. Main. Possession Dec.
Address,
E. J. CHENRY it Co ;ruled°, 0. 11 1887.
gar Sold by all Druggiets, 75 venni.
CATARRH CURE
Our Cougre*mmau.
Hon. Polk Lannon, of Matikonville,
the congressman from this district, will
leave for Washington In a few days, ac-
companied by his daughter, Miss Lena.
Mr. Laffoon Is a man of much wider ex-
perience and greater knowledge of the
affairs of the practical, work-a-day world
than is generally found among the Rep-
resentatives. Ile is one of the most pop-
ular Democrats in the State, and as the
St. Louis Globe Democrat says, the
hal-deist working congresernan who ever
went out of this district. It he says
anything in die House the ulemberw will
listln, and his remarks are likely ei be
worth repeating. Ile hats a winning
way in spite of his outspokenness, or
perhaps by virtue of It. lie is a man of
strong character and definite ideas.
On the first page of this issue will be
found a condensed aecourit of the hang-
of the anarchists, their crime and his-
tory.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Cloaks, Overcoats,
Hats, Caps,Boots, Shoes
and underwear at cost
at Lipstine's.
Jno. Boyd, S. O. C.
50 Doz. Ladles' Merino White Vesta,
cotton-at itched, ftill-faeldoned and regu-
lar-made, iii all sizes at 35(.. at Shyer's
700 New Special Styles
of Ladies and Mimeo.% Felt, Plueli,  As.
Wpm, Tricot and Velvet Hats, in ,all
the fashionable oblides, just received at
Shyer's. All of whirl* will be sold fully
no r cent. lees than firat purchase.
16 the delightful iiquid laxative, and Thr: is gospel truth, and not idle adver- Our Iron Cistern Topthe only true remedy for habitual eon- daily. Ile also says that the forest tires city. They married Nov. 5, 1874, and "ging dodge. We mean it, bed will •jegotiating Loans a specialty withconvince you if you will take the trouble U8'
stipation and the many III/ depending on are raging in various parts of the coon- lived together as man and wife until to examine this elegant display. We es.es'e rent houses arid collect rents, and I If the most convenient, durable and ,betip
a weak or inactive condition of the kid- ty and that the dryness of leaves and July, 1886, when the plaintiff says be also have everything new in Trimmings pay taxes for non-resIdente. Come to I fat foe Manufactured. We iiiiinufaelti re
Come along at once and get
underbrush have made it Impossible to abandoned tier. Mr. Dick arrived in to watch. see us if you want anything in our line.
We can quote you lower prices on the above than any house in Hopkinsville or adjoining
'No% I cities. Our endeavors shall always, as in the past 28 years. be to please in Quality, Quantity
Jalluary 1st, 1889 and Prices, gi ing all our customers the
ONE 
 ticket
in (rniiirliraltiIILI)IgAtribRuti°1 
Best Goods, Most Goods and bower -Prices
PREFERRED LOCALS
FREE. 4 CHEAP GOODS.My Fall stock is now arriving by every train, and my store will soon be filled with all styles ofGCOCCIDIES
from the best Manufacturers. I have a beautiful stock of
One of 11111' buyers writes DR,mss Goon s,us: "iiave just scTured a with braids or velvets
e The Celebratedlittle lot of a "Novel Glov
Buttoner." It has bright
hooks with chain attached
from which hangs a very at-
coins, &c.
tractive oxidized diarm, old
The most unique and use-
ful article I ever saw, all the
rage in Paris and London.
Sell at 25 cents, and wire
me if you want more."
This little article will
reach us Saturday, Nov. 12.
Beginning Monday morning,
NOVEMBER 14th,
we will present FREE OF
CHARGE to every lady who
buys a pair of kid Gloves
from us, one of tlieselmtton-
ers.
Remember, the quantity
is limited. Come early. It
is your own fault it* you
don't get one.
BASSETT CO,
TOBBOGGANS
In endless variety at Shyer's Corner.
Remarkable
It is to think, that the amount of Wrap.
we have had the good fortune to sell,
that our stock is unbroken. I am safe
in saying that I have by far the largest
stock of Wraps in the eity—have sold
more than any two stores, and have said
less about them. All I have now to Ray,
is this, from this date, Nov. I I th, Ig$7.
I will close the entire stock on hand at
manufacturere COST, for earth only, in
order to make room for imnienee pur-
chafes expected to arrive shortly of
other goods. Every lady who has not
yet purchased her Wrap should at least
glance through this line before doing
so. Remember the plat.e.
N. B. SHYER'S CORNER
OLVEY
The Jeweler
will give volt • bargain in Diamonds
for the holiflayo. Coes. Now and give
him • chance to furnish him with Dia_
ru 1 goods at 10 per vent. above the
wholesale coot price. You will rind it
to your interest to call arid see before
purchaeing elsewhere. t 'rime early and
give him time to fill your orders and you
will save,inoney (olioult tom first and
isarn acnuethifig.
Children's Headwear,
to match. Ladies' and Misses' Shoes of all styles and the quality.
Red School-House Shoes
for boys and girls. The best of Boots for men and boys. A large lot of good knitting yarn just
received. A fine stock of Carpets, cheaper than ever before. All staple goods at the lowest
prices, and in fact, I intend to sell goods cheaper this season than they have ever been sold in
this market. Give me a call and I'll guarantee you the value of your money.
J. D. RUSSELL.
A MAGNIFICENT OFFER,
IF ACCEPTED AT ONCE.
1.—The Weekly New ERA till Jan. 1, 1S89, $1.00.
No 2.—The Amami( As Acitici-fruaotr, post-paid, ;English or German), for
the balance of this year and all of l$8$.—fourteen months. Price, per
year $1.50
Nu. 3.—F'ences, Gates arid Bridger'. A most practical volume, published Octo-
ber 15th, only work of the kind extant, elegantly bound in cloth and gold.
300 illustretions. Books on architecture abound, but this is the first
work specially devoted to the subjects upon which it treats. There are
chapters upon rail and other priniltive feta-re: stone, mod, board, and
itarb-wire fencer', hurdles, gates and fastenings, wickets and stiles, coun-
try bridges and culverts; and also a chapter on fence law. The large
litimber of iiiintratione are in 'mitt cases representations of fences, gates,
etc., in actual use, the utility of which Is thins made clear. Price WOO
No. 4.—Engravinge of the Homes of our Farmer Presidents, 11x18, issued dur-
ing lreall and Isa7, viz., Washington, Jefferson, Jackson, Garfield, etc.,
etc., together with deecrieti me of same, by eminent American writers.
Not for sale, but fully worth, each $1 On.
We will furnish all the above, post-paid, for $2.50 or the Ter-W XXI LI' for $4.00.
Send six ceuta to 751 Broadway, New iYork, for mailing you the November
number of the A IlKItIC•N AGRICULTURIST, containing four hundred and seven ed-
itorials, contributed and descriptive articles, and two hundred and forty illustra-
thine. Also apecitheii pages of Fences, Gates and Bridget
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JOB WORK
Neatly and promptly executed at
Inales 43eIttic,s,
Crammed and Jammed
IS THE CONDITION OF OUR
Mammoth Double Store Rooms
WITH THE LARGEST STOCK OF
.  othing, Cloaks, Blankets, Boots &Shoes,cY4.11 Will find the handeomest litre of-little Boy 's and Girl's Fur. Plush, Vel-vet. As•rigari arid Jereey cloth Cape,with Pendants, Balls, Ticeeel.., Kant&e., at Sliyeee ComerNotions and Furnish-
ing goods at cost at Lip-
stine's. Dress Goods, Furnishings, Notions, and General Dry Goods forJno. Boyd, C C.
FALL AND WINTER WEAR.Weekly New Era
4-room house on Hop-
per street; price $800
per month. Possession
now.
Than any other concern this side of the Great Metropolis.
We Invite The Special Attention Of The Ladies
TO OUR ELEGANT LINE OF
11.7VrEalpss EW.d. •TELCIK.43t,
Also Children's and Misses' Cloaks. Our stock is the largest and newest in the city, and we
11:34- f3r Clomp- etiticsia Izolimeski Glarmemts.
Before purchasing look through our immense stock.
Eitellasalble,
M. FRANKEL & SONS.
13 and 16 Main Street.
6-room house, stable 
and garden, on North
7-room house for '88,
North Main. Price $14.
The Overshiner place,
very near Main, for '88
Good for a private
boarding house. Price
$26 per month.
7-room house, for '88,
on Champlin st. Price
$16.
A 4-room house on
Champlin st. Price $10
per month.
2,1,us send for catalogue to DUDLEY, D. D. CEORCETOWN, KY. N. TO BINGEORcET f•us " Blue 1...ra-• flregion unriall,d tor beauty anti health Charming grounds
!OlB Annual Session begins Sept.
Ali. old slid perieuacd. situ-  COLLEGZ
god shady troves. nes low fur rot-claim coilede. Full Facult,, oroplete course. Potrul•r Lb al. kilouluern
is ;Petrie:4ot it 8.. A. B . do.1 A eurifrrrrd Beton, '-
Mae 0:3141kilLT MC ALIT',
a.M.VIVM
CLARKSVILLE. TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
777-01=2.1C
C. W. Mar, o W. Hell:ALM 't ice ere* t H secy Treas.
Merchant ham.
COM,, Opera Building, No. 108.
General Founders and Machinists,
--Manufacturers of -
5-room house, for '88, Saw Iiillanglilllachillery,
on Brown st. Price $13. ,
4-room house on Hop-
per street. Price $1.8
per month.
6-room house on North
Virginia street. Price
$13.50.
rune), iniattieg, Hatsig•re
And Make Specialty of Repairtag In -
glum end Mill Machinery.
We have recently lidded to our factory
General Repair Department,
where we w.: rel./1.ring
WACONS. PLOWS,
8110EINC
•o.I such like. Our smiths and wood
workmen are
Mechanics at Eggisrliince.
treys, liver and bowels. It is a pleasant
remedy to take, both to old and young;
it is gentle in its action anti effective; it
Is acceptable to the stomach, and
otrengthens the organs on which It acts.
Misimfaetured only by the California
Pig Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal.
For sale by H. B. Garner, flopkinsville
We have carefully observed the well-
Meaning communication recently pub-
lished in this paper on the subj-ct of a
warket-house. We have also from time
to time voiced the senthLents of a ma-
jority of the people on this questiou, and
think that while the discussion of water-
works and wards is going on among our
citizerie, it would be well for them
to agitate the question of a cuarket-bouse.
Surely everyone will recognice the
portance of pitch. It would materially
benefit our merchant' and be a great
convenience to the public. Let us have
a market-homie. •
'the Chrietian County Hunting Club
kft one day last week for their annual
hunt in Arkansas. They go to sur-
rounding Hill, and will be absent about
twenty days. Their outfit consiste I of
twenty-eight dogs, thirteen horse* and
mules, two wagons, five servanta and
everything else necessary for their en-
joynient. 'Ole gentlemen who composed
the party are Austin Pray, J. S. Par-
rish, W. Ir. Garnett, Megan.. Watiling-
ton, Euifnet M. tautile, Henry Bryant,
H. T. Lime, Lyman MeComb, sam
White, William Lowry and William
Cretins. Sam White was made captain.
It is the }tiniest crowd of hunters that
ever left on a pleasure trip.
The Henderson correspondent of the
Louisville 'orninercial wired that paper
Saturday a pitiful story of the drought
In Henderson and adjacent countlee.
In substance the enterprising correspon-
dent observes: "The long continued
drought is clueing much uneasiness In
this (wordy. There has been no rain to
amount to anything since May last, and
the earth is as dry as powder. The
wells and cisterns throughout the coun-
ty have gone dry, arid the people in the
inland towns anti villages are suffering.
Farmers are hauling water for miles.' 
In writing of the stock. the reporter
says that the cattle are dying for want
of water and the suffering increasing
extinguialt the filmes, which, in sonic
Mrs.zElizabeth V. Dick, through her
attorney, Hon. E. P. Campbell, a few
days ago filed petition in equity praying
for an absolute divorce from her hus-
band Mr. A. G. Dick, now of Kansas
the city last week and at once filed re-
Fire and Tornado ineuranre written in ;
first-class companies, and prompt at-
tention in case of lows.
Wrought Iron Fencing
la all damns.
44/BOUGHT IRON TOBAGC0 SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are manufactory of the • merina
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-GorAiDatiop ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits
guaranteed.
E..r • bristles, Todd andarigg;oounties
It le the beat &AY
CHEAPEST
Reno* manufactured. Cell an" axon
ins It.
We manufacture all goods we mil Sag
Guarantee Them Fully.
ostl metes on;:rwyori;:nlioys,r
'hall he glad to quote prices or make
CalliS & C01 Mptql10 Manutaclunhia Eomfigne
Main street. Poet-office 'MU RI I '
ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
Pictures, Frames
AN II
OUR PUMPS
Instances, have spread more rapidly sponse and answer to his wife's petition. aid um tits best of materi
als.
than ti !topic could travel. In the same Ile leaves the matter to the court. But - —
opeclal the correepondent says: "A Iii regard to the two children, he asks
monster tire has been niging in Dia- that die decree of the court. whatever
mond Island bend, twelve milee below be
 the result, he so shaped 11111 to perfOlt
tifis city, and It la said that that whole 40 see hia children whenever he de-
• t, do
the selection.
Very Respectfully,
Mrs. R I. MARTIN.
Manager Millinery Department at N. B.
Shy er'e I:orner.
Sheriff's Sale of goods
at cost at Lipstine's
Jno. Boyd, S. C. C.
0
3
0
• full .i.,-Ii of ltiiik.. Piot ionery. and hoot Yu polies (inters hy mall promptly attasesee
Wend satodi c :ion guaranteed. • beapent house in the country.
41; Main
1LoYCONT.
EVAJOIYILLA title
-
„few. ow”
'CHESAPEAKE, NW
-AND----
Vitiated Blood SURGEONS' STORIES. I
scrofulous, Inherited and Contagious IntorostIng War RoroinieeManOs of a
Modioal Man.
Muncrs Curei by Cuticura.
. . Till rti4s1 )tir.t.vt;e1•11 it. iie:olpiti,di TAIT" :it. otivierat v, "I'', rtilif"gmitt:S flow ss W 4444 :1.10•11,1)1 11,40111•1:01.11•1' (I-101111d •
. ttPirisi•kb.estrile.tailesli‘em.'n Tifsl At'aTit"tVirdists"pist.Piu)s:;?; illey•s Stublesni Portege
The Southern Trunk Line through
VIRCINIAs
- TO - -
to testify Ita thst their we Saab... mistiest-iy culprit we of one, of Ilse word Moselthe pow i Ili C.i1111VV. 100 With ery -melee, I
everts vs, and ikieauer bevies lova peonoune-
el teem
-oldie b‘ -vat si at phy sician• in
war rotate I iase • mitt pleaeure in form ant
ing to you .his KO it IP
by xott. in ss si. r that othee. •.uffer tit Inset emi-
tter leittlitturet MY) Ise eneoursgrd I 0 give ,sisr
t 'ewer.' Remedies a If iel
P. "s, ili HI 1.1 Nt• Leceliiiiirg. .
Refcrelice: rr. 4%, 111 11,111 Alp01-
10, Pik
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
-THR -
Direct R oute
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-•sd All Points in--
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Tickets are aow ets Halo. Cellos or
ailitrom
B. F. MITCHELL,
tesea' Pant. and Ticket Ati., Louisville, Ky.
TIME TABLE
-OF THI--
hoist, & II. R. Co.
WW1. Mixed
Dapart-Prom Owensboro.. Ile p a 8:90 a in
A rri ve-Owmaskaria . 10:411 a m 6:10 p m
tietrt-Central City 
 
s :S0 a m 1:30 p m
 
 
4:lepm I:011pm
arrive- " " 
 
4:21I p m 11:111p m
" 
.. 
 OM a 01 1:00 p ra
taatirt-itassrilville 
 
CH • in 9:11a o
" S:13 p ta
Arrive- "   0:10 p m CM p st
- " eld • m
DoPOSS.41diermlie 
 
i de • a
Arrtnis.-Kdoirvilds Ell p is
R.WILLS.Seillgata•er.Lisoiaviite, Ky.
W.* IIIIIWBBILD. Strut . Owensboro
GUS YOUNG,
---DIAl.gt Is-
HARDWARE!
e,
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Hunting Outfits I
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLs AND ROPES!
Comet Street, orp Planters Bank,
Hopkinnille, - Kentucky.
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
kitties,
Lumbago,
ithencsaaue
Barn*
Seids,
Sturgs,
Bruises..
Beni/ma
Coro%
THIS
G•1131Eit.-111.1111
41211115.6"1.1141LS•,.aini,
Stit:hssi
Etiff.Toutts.
&Aube,
GUIs,
kw%
epawla
Creeks.
Contraete4
Munk%
Eruptions,
/lea Ail,
gala
-Wirams,
!Ilea
0000 OLD ISTAND-BY
accomplishes for everybody exerey whet Reim mr(uric. one of tee reasons for the CPO; popular ty
the astang Llatinest Is found in its sal•ersa
needlealsillty. Everybody Deets rich mede-ina
Tbs Lumberman owes. case of sccident.
The H eewtfe nerds it f sr generalist's's!, use.
The Carealer needs It for his teams and tits men.
The Meebs•ie needs It aiwari *L•rlt
Leach
Tb• Miner neerts !in:tease of erneresowy
The Pleatter swath it-can't got along wit hOlit
Tim Farmer needs X :se I. Isoase, kis itsbie,
awl lel stock yard.
This damalbeas mita er Host isa• needs
*So Vasa MOW allostand &mere.
The neesie.fiseetee usest• it- a Is hi. heel
frame awe eaters reliance.
Illeteshisorewer asses it-It sea save Doe
*PAM end • week! ot
The Kallilised man seeds It an•i w II need it so
song aa Its fliblea rotted of acchteets m•.i A sneers.
Tb• Seek wimwlitsnan needs it. There is ante-
ing bee It as an antidote for the damp,* to ter,
Iamb and comfort whek surround the immter.
The Merchant seeds It about his store amone
his insployees Accidents will bappea, and velem
IllalatIons the Mustang Llnimentilaweated stone,
Keay a Settle larks Hones. "'lithe of
eassmy.
Saes lassa is she Peetary. Its iinn.ssitsti
waft ease or neeisiat eau pant and tos, of we...7es
Keels ft Destle Always to like • ibis. for
ass whim wanes&
FRITZ BROS.,
Livery, Feed aid Sale Stable,
Ninth Mt., Near Moot,
• • tillitari
My 51111 • alai 19,011)lapil 1111 elif
4
.= 
INVIP:7411.1rt 1;1 itnreit
alf
i rim 011tso WIHNIS
fluvellul Nelsen.
RENSHAW&CLARK,
- TH
New Grocers,
Maln Street, Hopkicievillo , KC .,
Vext door to Dan Merritt,,
kerma: ways la akiek sweet natormientY a in elltoreetesaer Ire mese vary taingtuied tstable pit pin see; a theta* eelestusa of c4settstorreasooss
GOOD* PKOISTL DDLIVIIIIIED
aaywaare In Os eity Lail at HWY More oe
*sate Kale sereee.
•110110111" LOP". LIM Ha.
June, lt,eltardson. list use Howie, NeW
ou oath says ••lis s 0 ecrefishste.
'woke out L1) 1.4.1. out,' 1 e-4.1 a maw
msrniptiosi. every shine t noun to the Incti-
ictil facult% vire t test vain. I 1.4.1.111UP a
Int re vir mei. A t Illes i•witli/ nut i if t Militia
10 no heed. could not tern in bed; is AS Ili toll
*taut pais. and looter! .upon life as a taw
No flatlet or cure in ism year,. In 1-csfl I beard
of the seatienot Itemediea, :wed Iwo, sad was
portent's- n red .••
evronsao before U. to Cons. J 11. t:s••roatt.
ONE OE 1 HE WOHST VASES.
We hate hews selling your I. 'theism Item.-
dies for ears. and Moe klie tirrt et
Le recciie oar a pit:chimer. One ..1 .hw worst
carets f ssirefuls I et ass was cures! Ly the
use of live hottest of Cramer* ete (event.
cunt Pl1.1 ul eut soap The "Loup takes he
'vale- herr sa a inc•lieal real,.
hest tole a TAitestr.
Frac k tort, Katt.
• inintaillt• LOS s,
Aniti -osiorions Humors. with Loss of Hair.
•nsl motions of the -.1.1u. are pi, i I ely cured
by Cuticura and t ic ura soap externs:Is. and
Lent-tire Ke.olvent. hen ad olio.; medicines
fee. Send tor Pamphlet
Cuticula Remedies are w 1.1 cver where.
uticura. the tsreat Slits t tire, • ;
t ',op, an a:sum-fie Ite,ntinee,•2:, cts
Cutiettrit ReessIvent. thr New B 0..11 Pander.
• Potreo' Dm 5. 1N11 l'agalf•I. o Hoe-
.tereenst for "How to ewe e'. in I i-esses,'
el eosin. :et illastratione. avid Its tertinsonstes
PhmPLEri, Itlas•k -heads. s•ha epee snot eitv. kin prevented b) rTICI It• Ms iim•rai,
sio • P.
1.4.114Pis.o•
rents
UTERINE
and Weskne" sn-ta
the I calcite' Anti
Perfect Antitinte 10
1100 awl Weaine.
end teen Isle pad, lit
PAINS
lit', re eved by
Y11111 Plaster, P
Pair. IA/mina-
A is . iota n-
ling Plaster 1J•
MAZES 
 aitd,
•1W
EA
IENE
1
41
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I
C
1•1 14
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"
atem14 he said a tow iassas beam isonaseineni
tend far bock " To Mosaiss," nailed free.
fliktaitsitri Pe/maser co . *isms os
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL
^21:1.41 CialialrYntad
Deorillg Stool Binder:
The Strongest,
The Simplest,
'rho. Lightmot Draft,
The Simplest Knotter,
The Me.ot Durable
111,re Of them told then any other Binder it
the Mete of Kentucky
THE CELEBRATED
DEERING MOWERS
Dave ao Equals.
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
We hate a full stock on hand of all cum W.
warrant every wagon to give perfset aatisfac
non or refund tar immes. Bay your wagon.
at home where the so/ratites is goal.
We ran supply alt thrasher west at lowprices e won to sail on.wacial attention tothe fart that we keep the largeet •dork on th1,
market.
_
E 1=5 =CI ..‘9-1.-1.
We Dow have in our employ as foreman of
oar wagon asso mai-asne deparinent. WGaidiaer. el Ilarrodstora. Illy. He ihorough13
rt pairing ati toils of macbmer•
and moos-, di . AP rob to att.:sootthac o sardine. are seen that we can repaiyour stipend qv better and fur lees tummy tb.a
any body eh: . S idisrs in early wes ea;
•to the wors before hai tem.
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
'Oil Cans.
Houtead Tobacco Grover.
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
11111, OtOCIE comnlere in ail departmentsPrice. man lie 'elms! on aa being low.
Fut Brit
l'aX•Itizroa roo., ?sees
rue Light Draught Steamer
Ie. INT IC a Te E 2,7'
I. R. 'Noose ersoo
SP NASH  Manager
.Clerk.
Will leave Evansville f Cannelton dailyextept Ss.aday, at o'clssck, a inj, mak Ingmar/connection:: with the 0.. it. A N. It. R.
Returnmit lea es Cannelion daily at Et- p
a., Sunday excepted. and Owensbore at 9 p.m.
sranar visa C•aa.
Leaves Franstole 
 9a. o. sharpLeaves. Owensboro.. Op. sharp
rare 80c, for mad tripes Puede). lint nipIMItiinnethie nir mores enmities, by vies...ward
we. *West • loir RR. 4 sii4.4••
r ttr arrulAG • ,„„
1 54 I 1. .1:I 14 11e*Ini
1"41iir
* a a
s• pose Ix
!gall
1,*
hos
OLD PAPERS,-
FOR SALE
At This Office.
MESIEMLIMEICIESIA
Female College
Hupkinoville, Ky.
The Tall Term will open en MONDAY. AUGUST 1111, en experienced farnIty, thor.ttoe and Lertne as heretofore To:
:Virlietarmitioa call on or address
J. IP •
Hopt SY
'Michigan.
"If lite medical cor1.5 of the army -should
give their reminiscences of the war they
could a great IIIP.11Y interesting sto:ies
to the inei,lelits lif the internecine strife
st hie make sin•li muter reading to-
day," said en erc•army werge.in now con-
nected vt fillM Of t11.1 atliartIlli'lltS
1Varibington to an Indianapolis .logroidi
correspondent. "hi ItItS3 I was tbe acting
assistant surgeon of the Eighteenth Penn-
sylvania Cavalry. IV, ecos..,1 the pot°.
nazis" at lie...coon Forks in July of that
year, foul ittarehml t.s Fres' 'rick, where
the con11114114 was changed, I:eneral
Hooker succeeding General Mead.. at the
the imail of the division, Snit llmeral
Stahel Weis masts commandant of cav•Iry
in place of General Pleasonton. Oil Sun-
day, July 2, the First Brigade was enga zed
in a small light s' L ttlestown, and fol-
lowing that we hal another little flury at
Red Mills. Then came the battle of
Gettysburg. I was d 'tailed to take charge
of the hospital at Hanover.which was a few
miles away from the flehl, and two or three
days after the fight a poor fellow was
brought in who had bvii found lit a wheat
field, shot all to pieffes. He had laid in
the broiling sun for three days without
food or shelter of any kind, and he wag in
& horrible condition. TIP, flies had beam
so thick around hint that he was filled with
maggots. and his case seemed a hopeless
one from the moment we laid eyes upon
him, but every thing was done to relieve
his dying boars and to make him comfort.
able as lie passed out of the world. Tur-
pentine a as freely injected into the wound
for the !mimeos of killinz the maggote
/twee( ter he had been thoroughly idealised,
he was given a diet of beet-tea and
breinly. It was goneral.v conceded, how-
ever, that his case was hopeless, and un.
der the direction of the supervising
surgeon a large dose of morphine wee ad-
ininietered in order that he might pain
away with little oonseieoueness of pain
as possible. But forty-eight hours after.
wards he still lived aed did not seem at
all inclined to quit. Just then a young
laity frout Hauoyer, who had been help.
ing around the hospital, a•ikea if there
wero any special eases of which she might
take charge. She was told that there
were. and was assigites1 to look atter this
poor feliew. She did her work so well that
shortly atter he Was able to be removed
from the tiehl hospital to a better one.
Here he continued to improve, anal shortly
after entirely recovered. This man's name
was licEwen. and he had been a private
a Missouri regiment. When discharged
as convalescent he at once married the
young lady who had done so ntuL•h toward
saving his life, and soon afterward re-
turned to his command, where he tepidly
rose in rank. and e as finally mustered out
as Captain."
"Bs- the way," continued the doctor,
"there was another interesting seise which
conic mister my observation, but which
has wit quite so mush romance in It. At
the battle ef Ballard'. Dam, moven miles
below Falmouth, Lieutenant W. t'. Weeks,
of the Fifth Mleleirati received a
idiot-wound 111 tile foot which en•
Gerdy •liat tenet all the anterior
teeter, Ile a ns lekom to the reap
Ind alteteltel liy Dr. Wooster, of the
First efieltiiran Cavan.% , and Dr, Wood, of
the Fifth New York. Thome aurgeons at
once movement that hit entire foot would
have to be amputated, but Weeks declined
to allow the operation to be performed un-
til he had seen the surgeon of his own
regiment, Dr. Arthur L. St. Clair, In
whom he hall the utmost confidence. As
110011 ItS it could be d.,ne St. Clair exam-
ined the foot and decided that a portion of
it could be saved. It was late at night,
but an improvised surgeon's table wee
propene! and a number of tallow-dips
wars lighted, in order that tile operation
might be proper:• pes fJrtuesl. Then Dr.
St. Clair dissected out all the anterior
boues of the foot and brought down the
astralgus, or beet bone, So that it was di-
rectly under instead of behind the ex-
tremity of the leg. Front this hone he
removed the articulating surface, and
bringing a flap iif Meth around,
finished what is known as
the Pirogoff operation. Th's Was the first
anti only tints that the imeration was per.
formed during the war. The field holm!.
tal wits not a very convenient place fur •
man to recover front such a, wound as this
had tie's'. and W oeks was sent on to
Washington, where he was assigned quer.
Sere in the hospital in Armory square.
Here the attending surgeon*, examined
him and decided that, inasmuch as there
was great danger of blood poieming and
little hope of saving eveu a portion of the
foot, he must submit to an amputation of
the lower portion of his 1,g. Weeks ab-
solutely refused to have this done. Re
said that Dr. St. Clair had Gild him that
with proper care he might recover, and he
believed in St. Clair !mire than in any
surgeon in the army. Tito; disgusted the
surgeone. who had little time for sympa-
thy in those days, and Weeks was al-
lowed to remain with very little
attention. He lasil there for some
weeks growing constantly worse and
almost neglected. until one day Senator
Zach Chandler visited the hospital looking
fur Michigan men. Weeks heard his voice
as he passed through the wards and shout-
ed that he Was a Michigan man, and that
if be (lel not reeeiv • attention he would
surely die. Chan•iier responded in his
characteristic style: "I:v gosh. if there is
any care and attention this aide of per.
• thet a Minn wante. be
shall have it," and he Wal as good as his
word. Under the patron* ze of the SW,I.
ator, Weeks lingered aloog for some Lira e,
suffering greatly from blond poisoning
and from malaria! complications, but
finally he recovered sit I wax dischargese
When last been! fro:n was living in
Allegan. arid wm. au artiii foot, upon
which hi was able to get around •ery
nicely."
---- -----
Tattooed In His Sleep.
A diereputable case of tattooing is re-
ported from Agen. in Franca. Pierre
Bo-demos, a laborer. go'. drunk. fell down
in the Meld rind went to seep. After more
than thirteen hours he awtke and felt as
if his face had lemn by a thousand
mosquitosm. Herten to a drug store and
there, looking into the mirror, doubted of
his own identity. The fave he saw had
the look of a full-grown South sea islander,
with tattoo piety es of niqst artistic
design. On t.• forehead was displayed
the inscriptiol "No clialier !" On his
right cheek app ared ft nude winnan, an4
another indecent ii.ctu t left cheek,
The doctors o. :lie intl.-wary are trying
every o' 1 It•rat. the tattoo, but it
do,ibtriii T they will he sucCesS.
'fi,e rettor. of the abominable
ontraee I are not' yet Leer. lo•iitsl.
-wee s
Golden Meolicel Distioveri"-2-the
great blood-purifler.
There is threatened a coal famine in
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Invalids Hotel and Surgical Institute
*toff or t.intilceil Etencricnc-ot :tad 1414111.fin rbr•Irlilas 4 `Wtrat,witii.
ALL CHROMIC DISEASES A SPECIALTY.-Pancras treated hers. or at tie tr limns*. Manytriet,d at bums% thrseityli cormelatictence, no
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For " worn
-snit," " rim-down." debilitatedis-hoot teacher., infilincra. kentruitrtlieen, house-keepsYs. arid overworkssl WOM,11 or, ro lolly,Dr. Pierce's Favorite, Prieteription is the bestof all reetorntive tonics. It le not it "eurs•-•11,"but admirably fulfills a 61111(11,11(11* of iimpaiw,being a most potent Pie•cilie for all tbosoChronic tY•sillinr sem and DIscreire peculiar to
*0111011. 'rho trositutont of ninny thousand&
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LITTLEN.QVCO
s ant LIVER
Wettat.tva
ex‘ets PILLS.
ANITII-BIL101 It and CATHARTIC
SICK HEADACHE,
Billone Headache,
Dizziness', Const I pa.
lion, Ind Igre•tIon,
and Billons•ttacks,
promptly cured by Dr.
irtereete Pleasant
Purgative Pellets. ?-i
fonts a vial. by broliffmtilk
ESPresp09411419cs.
CROFTON LETTER.
editor Nee Era:
RoltioN, KY., Nov. 10.-"Want ot
space" curtailed my last to what once
prominent ',rewriter used to (nail "the
little end of nothing whittled down to a
point.
There id a peculiarity of the drouth
this owetion that is herd to aCeullist for.
Several oprings near here Gist have beeu
nearly di y are now overflowing, toot
while the ester of several wells le
getting lower and do ing entirely;
the water in others la increaslug ansi
neeti [wool' three leet.
The fainily of John W. Kelly lett
here thia morning for their hew home
at Simat's Store, Caldwell county. Mr.
Kelly took several hands with hi u from
this point to work on the I. A. it
railroad.
Robert Watson has sold hie hottee mod
lot here to Wm. Ferrell and A Wove
to Kelly Station.
It. B. Long, after a two-days' visit tu
his (Athens faultily, A. B. Long, returned
to his dude's its Barren county, Titeetlay.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Dalin and Mats
Ora 1Julin have beeu %raking trienda at
Mortion'e (Ice and Earlington thie week.
Crittendotr Batley, the bees teamster,
surpaseed hie termer hauling toy deliver-
ing here last week Eno walnut log4 that
weighed 7,400 arid 7,700 pinnate.
John rotten, hiss had temporary
charge el the railroad men here during
the abortive of Mr Leer, the section
foreman, %Moe ie sick.
A large ram attacked a little girl of
131 I e West at Woodrutra mill, a few
days ago, mid butted her severely benne
lie was driven ott. Bill's rifle ruined
the butting qualities ot that trouth-down
and redueed them to a %try poor article
of mutton.
F. E. Cotton hal sold his threshing
engine boiler mist grist mill to Win.
Ferrell, who will move it to tide town
and grind corn.
Janos H. Martin is just as proud as If
he load added a primitive voter to the
populetion, but she aint as the laws
stand.
Malilbert Long, the best looking mail
in Cerulean Spriege, is eptirding a few
days here. . C. A. B.
No-ree-Be etiopicioue of persons who
recommend any other Article as "just as
good," and take nothing else hitt Dr
Bull's Cough Syrup.
A party paid Wu dollars for a horse at
en auction isle. 'rite horse was lame
Wei bruired all over. A bottle of Salm
tints Oil csoting 'greenlet was treed ; he I•
now %mime! at two hundred dullare.
•Nohow NSW Set:
Ceorroe., KY,Nov,15.-Mr. and Mrs
Lovell, from Greenville, name over
Friday to see Prof. Beecham, Mrs. l.'s
brother.
During the abeence of the family the
houee of Larrieon Dulin, colored. of
Wileun precinct, caught tire and it
with the entire contents were oonsumed
before the. fire was dlocovered.
Prof. Pannell went home Friday
and w ill return to-slay.
Mrs. Susan Parker, an old lady near
Collins Bridge, died yesterday.
Mrs. Robt. Utley end little daughter,
of Marion, who came up CO attend the
itineral of Mrs. iggi rigs, returned home
Friday.
Van Dulin went over to Evansville
Friday, where he purchased another car
of clover reed.
'1'lle approaching season fur 'spareribs
has bad the effect of cairehig several
young men of this boro, to begin •
diligent search for the one deathly hag
set aside to keep their feet warm this
winter.
The Lewisville Neahville railroad
will have to pay our town fifte-four
dollars tax this year.
Mole Voluey Clark has been sick for
several days with something like dipla-
tern. C. A. B.
- - -
E. P. O.
Don't waste time and money and un-
dergo needless torture with the knife
when Ethiopian Pile Ointment will af-
ford Dilatant relief and certain cure In ev-
ery case of blind, bleeding, itching,
Centel and exterual pllee. Rangum Hoot
Medicine Co., Manufacturers. Nashville,
Fenn. 50 eents and $1 per bottle. Sold
by all druggiste.
---40-ose
Editor Nee Era:
Crofton Ky., Nov. 15.-Elijalt W. Da-
vie was bitten host Saturday on the neck
by se e ol those pokonotle blso k 'spiders
w h red 'Tote, but with aritidotee at onee
mitilinietered he did not rtiffer a great
tient trout it.
Aughty West failed to get a eatisfato
tory tom Gement trotn E. Cruse this morn-
ing awl with the aseletance of a No. 1U
brogan hastened Cruee's exit from his
store house.
Jae. Latitrip iold a part of his home
place } etterday Junius Cratior.
Mrs. Mose Weet and children went to
Mortons Gap visiting toolay.
Housten Maider, of White Plaine, was
in our tow ti on business to-daeo.
Whilet Henry Durham, wife mid two
children were driving last Sunday, the
mule attached to the buggy ran awny,
throw ing them all out, but tot tunately,
without injury.
Several wagon loads of corn have been
delivered he-re this week at $3.50 per
barrel as the ruling price.
A representative of "untutored mind"
(tom the far West, visited our town tills
morning, alarming several of our citizeis
stall one of the Ie.* nervous °nee offered
him a hinge Leib pipe. whieh lie emokesl
with mull vehetnetice that enerely dis-
armed any fear uf savage violence.
Master Jelin Rooky fell frotn • broken
pletik yeeterday awl hie head striking a
sharp rock cut a considerable gash, but
JOI1 11 le out to-day. C. A. B.
--see ese
Over-Worked Women.
For "worn-out," "run-down," debil-
itated school teacher'', millinere, seam-
stresees, hotisekeepere, and over-worked
women generally., Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Preecription is the best ol all reetorative
tonics. It le not a "Cure-all," but ad-
mirably fulfills a singleness of purpoee,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Disermes pe-
culiar to women. It is a powerful, gen-
eral ad well as uterine, tonic and ner-
elec., and imparts vigor and strength to
the whole eystern. It promptly cures
weakness of stomach, indigestiom, bloat-
ing, weak back, itervoue proetrati on, de-
bility and sleepleAsness, either, Sea.
revolt, PreocrIption Is sold by drug.
Oita 011f pooinffee 'footrest... Mee
lentils, Pelee $1 lai a
Wills, III all htilliefl $A
A largo traailso utt Illiememef Willtiell
1111011111ted *lilt ttithirett plater
enti ...11; fur ton
00111 hi stemps.
Addresa, WORLD'S I-HISPICNIAHY
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, 5113 Main
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
The men on the hunthigton road em-
ployed by Cumming et Conner struck
for back pay Friday. Cummieg et Con-
ner are sub-contractors, and are accused
of making away with the money to be
used in paying the hands.
Attention, R. R. L
For 'Trainor, bruises, rheumatism,
cramps, iiifietuation, swelling, cuts,
burns, etc., in 'nen, and 'glint, ringbone,
enszoode. ...reicher', etc., In
hones, Rangum Root Liniment is a sure
cure. The "King of Liniments" is the
universei Vet tise• - fails to tome
any elynenr thee cm. he reached by an
external medical application. 10 cents
per bottle. For sale by all druggists.
WHO WROTE SHAKESPEARE f
Hew the Element of."Houbt" Leads te
firamd Arhietementro
'rhos world is agitated spill' over the
sqpei I patirtsi.0.,11 10);(4,111.10 Vi as the anther 'of Shake-
The world ie full of ,Imiliting Them.
does.
Tile wen who has Wee succesooftil
exciting the present motnentary interest
I in the subjeto le, like unmet stiecientful ag-
itation, an Irishman. lie elating toi have
discovered a elpher miming throosgh the
Shakesperistu 1.6)11 prove.' them
10 have been ritLett by Lord Baeon.
It is also claimed that there is a cipher
In the epitaph on the move-grown tomb-
stogie, which, properly interpreted, leads
to the same couclusion.
Tit's age showe • decided inteination
to pry tido mysteries.
It can make no difference to Shake-
speare now whether the world believe*
he wrote the plays that bear his name or
hot.
The play's are immortal.
I enatius Donnelly cannot rob us 01
three gram] worke, even though he
rhould succeed in robbing Shakeepeare
of hie glory.
Were it not for doubting Thomases
many of inati't, great accomplieliments
would never have been brought to sue-
ceesful issue.
Men hone. to, eti etricken down without
wansing. Doolla put in  tion the in
yeetlgation witieli Nacertained the cause.
After the disteivery of the (sine, the
world was Ignorant of any remedy with
which to stay the terrible slaughter of
humanity, and medical Klemm said It
w as lin po-tilble Doubt led the way to
the light, and Warner's safe cure solved
the eettningly 'insolvable problem.
Its friends tell us with conclusive
proof that the utienspected kidney dis-
ease befouls the blood and C1111404 most
of ner diseases!
For years the heart was looked upon
as the moot important organ In the body,
but doubt led to further inquiry, which
developed the tact that the kidneys are
the real blood-purifiers of the eystem red
these (wens now attract the first atten-
tion of the careful practItImier. It is
now a recognized fact that If they are
put in a healthy etate by the Ilse of that
remedy pommelling @ouch wonderful cu-
rative and cleemoing powers moat of the
prevailing dieeases or the system will be
easily overcome, since their cause will
tw removed.
How unimportard, in comparison with
such prublerne, Is the present illectioeion
as to the authorehip of Shakespeare!
Charles Walter Hawley.
There Is scarcely a home in ell this
bowl land, but what has felt the Iteavy
Mind el the dark winged messenger 01
death. Little Walter Hawley, aged eleven
ears, the youth who hurt much a painful
death last Wednemlay by the explosion,
was an exceedingly bright, Intelligent,
and affectionate child. His spirit has
returned to the God who gave it, and
out into the bright sunshine lois remains
were carried to their final resting place,
while loving bend, covered the mound'
with beautiful fiowers-fit emblems of
the bright lite that hail passed away.
With lite in all Its frtehtiees round
!Jinn cliegiiig. while youth and bright
hopee were his, etidderily unexpectedly,
the inexorable summons came which
called him front earthly love to a Heav-
e:11y Father's care. It le liard for the
father and mother to realize that they
*hall look in vain for the coiniug of Ilt-
lie Walter, and behold no mere on
earth the dear lime which ever brought
gladnese and joy, but sorrow leg parents,
brother and sisters, grieve not that your
darling Is called home. You have built
many hopes on the future of your loved
one, but God bas prepares) for him a
future, more glorious than finite
minds can umweive. lie le gone! has
gained an holieritence in that fair and
beautiful clitte, tor:iere it le one bright
summer always, and winter never
conies. Let the knowledge that lie bas
entered upon a life of embroil bliss and
ewleetrial happiness be a healing balm
to every wound.
PARIKRE.
etc Alia-
In Brief, And to the Point.
Dyepepala is dreadful. Dieordered
liver is tnisery. Indigeetion is a foe to
good nature.
The hurnati digestive apparatus is or e
of the moot complicated ami wonderful
things in existeirom. It is easily put out
of order.
Greasy food, tough food, sloppy food.
bad cookery, mental worry, late
irregular loathe, an I many other things
%Weil ought not to be, have inede tbe
American people a nation of dystoeptici
But Green's August Flower trio ifone
▪ wonderful work in reforming this
buoinees and turakieg the American pees.
ple ise healthy that they call enjoy their
meals and be happy.
Iternerriber :---No happiness without
brake. But Green's August Flower
brings health anal happiness to the Dys-
peptic Ask s our droggist. for • beetle.
neventy-five cents.
Letter List.
Letters remaitsing in the poet unite-ea-
liopk insville, Ky.. for 30 days, sa Melt,
if riot willed for in lite days from tide
shoe, will be gent to the Dead I.etter
Office at Washingtoo, D. ('. :
A nitemen. Henry Caldwell. James ki
Bennett. . Caidweil, Webeter
Benson, Mee t apttola Cary. James
Bristol, Hnah Clara, d
Casassr. l'etcr Con, In It
James. Ar Crabtree. Sirs. Tabithee
laarrott, Ben
Deans, N H darrett James B
Defames, ,11111P11 lila*. Mr, Mary .1
Durkee, Mos Nailer tititnberts, Hiss Berthallidde, Res Ain't. I James. Henry
Hancock. It. E Kurelisens. isa
Holmes, James h Innen. J•mes80.1inasionn. Korn, .lotiegh
Hunte. N I rowed ..1
Met 'leary. J•mes Pickard. Mrs D. ft
Hearn,' t. Mrs. Els Pope, Moe Ida
Mei roll. Philan•ler Roberts, W.
Milan, Ivennai lee...J/011Y.
Ilistev. J. W Sten art, Hugh M
Saunsie• Miss M•ry Wealherh.r4, W..1
Okmbey, A. It Wooten, John
%milli, John
eturto ?int, ft. el
Persons (saltine for any of thes above
lettere will pleaee say asIvertleese
J. et. McKireete, P. M.
Nod' 16, 1S87.
-see ore--
le Consumption Incurable.
Head the folio% lug M r. C. H.
Morrie, Newark, Ark., says: "Was
down w ith A becese of Lungs, anti friends
and physicians pronounced me an In•
curable Consumptive. Began taking
Dr. King's New inoreovery for COI).
gumption, am now on my third brittle,
and able to overmse the work on toy
farm. It 14 the finest nierlicine ever
tilaiJeleatte." Middle wort, Decatur, Ohio, imps :
"Had it not been for Dr. KIng'it New
Discovery for Consumption I would
have died of Lung Troubles. Was given
ill1 by doctors. Aut now In twit of
health." Try it. Simple bottle free at
Harry B. Oarr_.....teree C......Hty Pharmacy.
A dimpatch from Nicholapville mates
that a uumbet of the innistos of the
county poor-house are etragglIng about
the country telling pitiful tales of cruel-
ty and starvation, Ansi saying tliat
lirnottifielil, the keeper, them the
plainest 91 We.
Now Is the That
litodtio troaparllia
istlieteti o Iles great purifier los the
Weed A Veflelit cute lue rimitnialloto
sminftilutte effeeiiions, end III dimmessa
peouliar to Nimbi*. Reteivatea auri in-
avilegoitristiet.s licorasykstome no lotitifyiesrlo. Mutts arsounguutut-
Root Medicine Co., Manufaettirers,
Nashville, 'fent). $1 On per bottle.
Sold by all druggists.
The case of the commonwealth against
R. H. McCreary, son of I 'ongreseman
McCreary, for shooting Wm. Schilling
FrItlay night, was called Wednesday at
10 o'clock. It is regarded se a case of
justifiable homicide.
Those who have once tried Le-cii-pi •
are never willing to tree anything else
for a blood diaease.
Laecu-pl-a cured Mrs. Christian Zelle.
of Caroadolet, MO., of a forty-three-year
ulcer.
For the Winter.
Westoreoroe, Nov. 16.-M r. and Mrs.
J , G, Carlisle heves taken rooms at the
Riggs Hour* for the winter.
it•-ward for Kentucky healas.
W•sioNtilos, Nov. 16.- rhe follow
leg ketitocisians were granted wenn',
tO day : Johti W. Williaine, Lotisloe,
repeating gun or firearm. Maud 0'.
Moirray, Bardstown, holder fur bed toy-
er..
sparks Sealgas.
W•stoxoroN, Nov. 15.-1,stid Coen.
mIssioner Sparks this afternoon promote
ally delivered to the President a letter
defending his course in the Chicago,
St. l'aul, Minneapolis ek. Omaha Rail-
way land grant case, mid formally re-
signing his office.
['emote,. for Kentucky.
W•RHINOTON, Nov. 16 -The follow-
ing Kentuckians were granted penitents
LO day : Milton of French' 51. White,
Pretty ville. Mexican war: Nei-cisme,
widow of Samuel A Murray, Salome;
James B. Foster, Rochester. Increase;
Dempaey Welder, Bright Shade. Reis-
sue; Wesley G. MePhereort, Somerset;
John W. bloomer, Riley'', Station; lease
C roes, Fit ppi ti
Lore Pie.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 16 -T. W. Wat-
kins, of 'rentieeeer, and J. W. Montgom-
ery, of Kentucky, were to-day appoint-
ed to thousand tIollar clerkship. irs the
Pension Oftiee tinder Gm Civil Service
mint. H A. Hagan, E tat Tenneowee,
was promoted from a twelve to a Min-
teen hitiolred clerkship; arid N. ki e
Nicholeon, of Kentucky, Irom one thou-
&anti to a twelve hundred dollar pool-
tion,in the same office.
A hind to Breed Anarchy.
Ceic•ou, Nov. 16.-It is mown:teed
that the Amnesty Society and the de-
fense committee will j tin forces aud
assume the responsibility of providing
for the families of the dead anarchists,
and a permanent fund will be started
for Gilt purpoee. There will be, after a
dual accounting ot the expenees of the
funeral, a surplus of about $1,590 or
$3,000 in the halide of the defence com-
mittee, which will form a good nucleu•
lefor them to start the fund with. It is
intended to make thie new orgenization
national in extent. There is another
object notablishing this fund. One of
the leaders yesterday said he expected
that there would be in we money require
fur purpooes of defenee. He die nut
expect that the prosecutions would stop
here, but thought that others who insole
thenieel ves eotispicuous In the movement
Yould be prosecuted wider t-
charges, sod that would neresoltdir a
permanent delense fund.
_ _
A Novel Proposition.
Loecooe, Nov. 10.-The
terest Is exulted here by a stagbreale dWiesitisticul:
from Mr. Norman, the special c woo'
puriderit of tile Pall Mall Gazette, em-
body nig Edward Atitineou's novel pro.
tensile tor the settlement of the tido
cries question. Mr. iteklimon etieeoete
that the United States should p 'ranee.
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prinee
E lwards Islands on the basis tot Gun'
proportion of the Canadian debt, witielo
IS equal to $50 a head for the popul Woe,
or $50,1100,000 in all. 'rhie, he
woul bring to the United States .1 terri-
oory equal in productive power t Ne
York and Prunes} Ronda. Mr. A tele-
eons claims that ills proposal lie- Ire el
favorably reorived in the Unite I el; nee
and C•nada. It is Attain of tots new
wheeher the British Government *eerie
went to such a proposal, but it ts ree-
°gulled as opening tip • new oh t•le 111
the international quairtiou now upper-
most in both oountriea.
Killed Her Father.
Et F•11...„ AL•., Nov. 16.- Mend'
Randall, colored, died at his home, mines
the river, in Quitman county, G`t , yes-
terday, from the effects of a wound re-
ceived in a murderous assault oil lihn by
his eighteen-year-old daughter, some
day e ago, the report of which pert reached
here with the ILIMOUncement of bie death.
Elizt, Joe's daughter, was in the liebit
of going from home at night against the
a hob of her father, and recently he for-
bade her going uut after dark under pen-
alty of chastisement, but she %vie', not
withstanding, and next day, while her
father was sitting in front of tire' hen...-
with his wife's brother, the girl, te irieg
Ills threat, made art effort to eliose lotus
from within the liouee throdgh creek.
She te as prevented owing to the pined-
nees of the opening. She their secured
▪ ax and got behind the old 111 411 arto
dealt hint a blow in the back et id. head,
fracturing his skull. The girl ie in j
while her uncle, who le chargol e too ow-
ing tocce-ecory, is at large.
Horrible Alfdir.
coLl boos, m. Noy. 16.- Nee• he-
just reached this city Goat on niiiislat
afterimou Steidle!' Bailey, eisgieeer lit
steam saw mill in kit rkiey county,
quarreled itn lois wife and lo oclaed
her in the head with all VI it 
 the
effects of which she died in a tea
minutes. lie hid the body tietil night,
w lien lie placed it In a te el-I (Know
and carted it to the elegine-r -.too lie
stripped • part of the cluttil g Diem the
body and threw it him the ti lureace.
In hie excitement Bailey Leel-c I to
hide the body earnients. roe xt
morning the wom tit was moo. I. The
clothed were dircoeered in the eneiiito
room mid on further exemii tithes itei
charred remain,' were found i the tur-
nave. Bailey was arrieted Ile at may
made a full confeeeion. He .• Mold-
cuffed anti tied to a post to plc% t him
from escaping. lie u rise ell a
k rom a little eseo rot tlie
Constable to clean uut hi- pipe. and
while uo one was wao watchhog , he
attempted to commit suichle tersting
his thrcat. Ilk manacles oiii I t ill, 1 1.
11P111. of the knife, however, to, vetoed
his immediate death, bun i• tidied was
horribly gashed. Bally reveiveil ettrgl-
cal attentitin, and poon roe...v.14o ttl•
elently to tw carried to llic omit!, j at
Mount Pleamint.
A Dead Sere Thing- on Freak rililett.
Frank Gillett, of this city Norfolk,
the lucky holder of one-tenth part of
Cart 61.503 In The Louisiana State Lot-
tery, streeine $50,UOU on the Li ieet ,
received a package yeet Wee hy the
Wells Fergo Express cootaisiltig 2.-01
crisp twenty dollar bills. it •te r se acre
made in just nine days from the tittle Use
ticket was forwarded trout heir tor
!fiction -Norfolk ( Neb N •w o, sot.
21)th.
A rrang, mente are being made loy the
Emerald Branch of the Irish National
Loewe, of Louisville, for the reception of
Mir Thomas herniae!, and Hun. Arthur
--sea 4s- sess----
Imns True Ides still W &aloe Ills austat
ean be tiered II lifelessly Itseilts1 Ill thee,
se present Ity Ilia 1u11.1% itstritielit
Wile let Iv 'Woolen, Mt ,
j "I heti it savory one, til Pesti molds ,
both Lunge Involved tiu molt
stuntoolt, general *v111614'46, owl com-
plete exhaustion. I gave leer bcott's
Emulsion Cod Liver Oil so ith Hypo
phosphite. of lime anti Imola, act-0111111g 10
direction, anti she 1114A roved ever
sloce."
A woman In Preston, Ga., jrunped
oto a pond of water under the expecta-
tion that ber husband would Rescue her.
lie did not and she was drowned
.
T. I. N. C.
Don't etiffer any longer, but use Tan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure, the mile
infallible cure on earth for all forms 01
neuralgia and nervous headache. Ran-
gum Root Medicine Co., Manufacturers.
Nuhville Tenn. 50 cents per box. Solo
by all druggists.
NOW DO WE DIG OUR BRAVES?
We must eat or we cannot live.
This we all know. But do we all
know that we tire by mating It is
said we dig our graves with oiti
teeth. How foolish thim sounds.
Yet it is fearfully true. We are ter-
rified at the approach of the cholera
and yellow fever, yet there is a dis-
ease constantly at ow- doors and in
Oue houses faX dedigerOUS &Da
destructive. Most people have in
their own stomachs a poison. more
slow, hut quite as fatal as the get mei
of those maladies which *sweep men
iuto eternity by thouaande without
warning in the times of great epi-
demics. .13itt it is a mercy that, if
we are watchful. we eau tell when
we are threatened. The following
are among the symptome, yet they
do not always necessai ily appear in
the same order. nor are they always
the same in different cases. There
is a dull and sleepy feelinig; a bad
taste in the mouth, especially in the
morning; the appetite is change-
able, sornetinins poor and again it
seems as though the patient could
not eat enough, and occasionally no
appetite at all; dullness and slug-
gishness; of the mind; no ambition
to study or work; more or lees head-
vele and heaviness in the head;
lizzinerus on rising to the feet or
moving suddenly ; furred and coat-
3d tongue; a sense of a load on the
4touuach that nothing removes; hot
ind dry Skin at times; yellow tinge
n the eyes; scanty and high-colored
irine ; sour taste in the mouth, fre-
luently attended by palpitation of
.he hs:art ; impaired vision, with
spots that seem to be swimming in
the air before the eyes; a cough,
with a greenish-colored expecto-
ration ; poor nights' rest; a sticky
slime about the teeth and gums;
bands and feet cold and clammy;
imitable temper and bowels bound
up and costive. This disease has
puzzled the physicians and still puz-
zles them. It is the commonest of
ailments and yet the most compli-
cated anti Wyeterions. Sometimes
it is treated as consumption. some-
times as liver complaint. and then
wain as malaria and even heart dis-
ease. But its real nature its that of
conatipation and dytspepsia. It arises
in the digestive organs and soon
iffects all the others through the
.;orrupted and poisoned blood.
Often the whole body-including
le nervous system-is litrrally
stitrred, even when there is no
emaciation to tell the sad story.
Experience has shown that there is
put one remedy that can certainly
cure this disease in all its stages.
namely, Shaker Extract of Hoots or
Mother Seigels Curative Syrup. It
as ver fails but. nevertheless*. tio tints
should lost in trying other so.
called remedies. for they will do no
good. Get this great Veget able
preparation. (discovered 1.y a v
able nurse whose name is a hottse-
hold word in Germany) and be sure
to get the genuine ariirle.
GIVEN CP BY SEVEN DOCTORS. •
Shaker Extract of Reetttel or Sei-
gel's Syrup ham raised me to good
health after seven doctore had given
me up to die with consumption.-
So writes R. F. Grace, Kirkman-
ville, Todd Co., Ky.
HI HEARD OF IT IV TOYS.
"I had been %shout giten up to
die with dyspepsia whet! I first saw
the advertisemeet of Shaker Extrakt
of Roots or Seigels SY) tip. After
using four bottles I was able to at-
tend to my business as well as ever.
I know of several cases I chills and
fever that have been cured by it."
So writes Mr. Thoss. Purloin, of Tay-
lor, Geneva Co., Ala.
WORTH TIN DOLLatilli A Be
Mr. Thomas P. Evrino, of the firm
of Evans & Bro., Merchants. Horn-
town. Accomack Va.. writes
that he had been si 1 with digestive
disorders for many years and had
tried nialq physicians and medi-
cines without benefit. He began to
use Shaker Extravilifo,"; eRottistalitdt.senooartSegettli
gel's Syrup about the lit of Jan.
1/047, ind was so much better in
three weeks that he etnisitlered him-
self practically a well man. Hei
adds: "I have at this tnne one bat-
antleyomnohr id,wirmitd
d°41  dniluiligrgi.‘wstist.... or Address A. 3.
White, Limited. 54 Warren St. N. Y.
FACTS FOR HOUSEWIVES.
lircu_EN leaves steeped in milk ourplie4hot and often is recouunentled as a cure tor
quinsy.
Feint' green blinds may be renewed by
the application of a little linseed oil laid en
lightly with a brush.
A SMALL quantity of qeicklime placed
where there is must or moisture, will pro-
serve articles from mildew.
SAY& the old nannels foe cleaning paint.
They answer also instead of chamois for
cleaning silver and glassware.
Feely that is to be preserved may be kept
from turning a dark color by dropping 0
into cold water as fast as peeled.
SMALL holes in plaster may be easily
mended by mixing one part plaster of Paris
and three parts flue sand with cold water.
Soar should never be used in washing
wmdows as it renders them smoky looking.
Even though the glass be thproughly
rinsed afterward, they are. apt to remain
streaked.
Tur finger nails are made brittle by the
too frequent use of hot water. The nails
will be benefited by tepid water, and pow-dered borax with soap 1U the wash renders
them firm and soft.
A reviler...ix 'says he never knew a mule
of death from diptithena or searlatina where
onions were freely used. As a yermifuge
also, there is nothong better than a frequent
use of boiled onions.
Foe a enger that is threatened with a
felon. take a cup of oold water into which
haa been stirred sonie baking soda, placeit on the stove and hold in the finger until
tuu hot to, be longer borne.
Seer mixed with the eggs preventa them
from rising. and when used the omelet will
look flabby: yet without, salt it will taste in-
sipid. Add a little salt to it just before fold-ing it and turning out on the dish.
To cl.EAN silver, moisten BOUM very finely
pulverized whiting with spirits of harts-
horn, rub the silver with it, let it dry, then
rub off with a soft cloth and polish with
chamois leather. To clean silver plate,
nioisten the whiting with sweet Oil and pro-
west ow above. If well done the silver will
keep clean a long time.
ONE popular tom of chamois Is in making
little hags fur holding buttons or any simi-
lar purpose. Tbese are made by doubling a
strip of chamois of the right width and sew-ing the aides together. The top of the bagis lined with brightecolored satin and drawn
up on drawing stringe. A fringe of the
chamois skin may be used to finish the boo
tom of the bag:
A ewe way to tem up remnants of coldboiled ham is to mince it, and to half a pound
of ham melt a tablespoonful butter in a
frying-pan, add the ham and a little hot wa-
ter, let it heat up quicidy, then spread it onbuttered toast, and on each piece lay a
poached egg. Quite a drenty breakfast eau
thus be made from what at first thought
might seem very unpromising.
Tax buffalo beetle is seldom found about
the house except while layttig its eggs. It
does not eat carpet., but feeds Upon the
pollen of the spines arid other plants. It la
the larva which batches out of Its eggs
which is so destructive to carpets, this ta ahairy grub atano half ae inch long, similarin appearative te a small esterpiller, sad it
easily hides in the fur id the isrpet.
GIL Kulp should never big snowed te
1st &twit to lass otte-half !he depth of
Pneeettile The WWII IW Oat bad
toomplesIele fill the Aimee hit II, hid *Mond
viesertiltie A lamp elostild meth*, ha Mel
tleele teetleti soeloried lo draught-
PI Hi4141alillid the Illtillts the Whit *05
Is lunette hir tintsk end 111011 a silitriti mulok
b1,.*•44 w.rusit. owl no. straight stows
utata Moue.
A twee cleansing mixtures may be mat e
with two ounces 1144Unt 411111noUle, tWO Minutiabar soap, finely 'Mood, mid two teaspoon-fuls powdered saltpeter. Put these ingredi-
ents' into a large, open-mouthed bottle and
add one and one-half pint• warm watt". It
will be ready fur use tWo or three days.
It is well adapted for watihing delicate col-
ored article*. also to add to the' water for
shampooing the head. Mixed with water
aud sprayed upon plaints it will kili any in-
sects infesting them, eud also set as a fer-tiliser.
II Maion-liti liad
it wool not be so
intivereally (equine'
Two bottles of
Chronic Catarrh of
iteudville, Ohio.
nod the merits it has,
largely used nor so I
l'e ru-na cured the
Mrs. ROO Grimes,
•••
IA scheme is on foot to utilize the falls
of the Ohio.
INTERESTING HEIRLOOM.
Tim Story or a Jag Dimmed by a Deseendt.
ant of Hoban Adair.
Mr. H. L. Artair. of this place, says the
Owinnet (Ga.) Herortd, owns • five-gallon
jug that ham an Interesting history. It
was made in 144-otland. one or two centu-
ries ago, awl has dinconded as an heir-
loom in the Adair family from generation
to generation, without injury exeept Use
tole of the handle. If It c mild talk it
virgin tell • wonderful story of events all 1
the centuries crept by.
It wait formerly the propert• of Robin '
Adair, of Scotland, whose name has beer_
Immortalised in 
 by Robert Barns,
the proudest boast of old Scotia. and oast
of the sweetest poets that ever *cooed the
muse* in any age.
Robin Adair, tLe paternal ancestor of '
oar fellow-citizen. who was a noted man I
in the greotch highland*, •nd his eon .
moved to Englaosi, where he married this
the daughter of Kir John Sidney. Here
the name of Sidney came into the family,
and has (-continued down to this day, just
as this same old jug traveled along, and
It doubtless furnished many • bumper of
old Scotch ale vrhen they came in from
the chase or assembled for a "Highland
fling."
Robert Sidney, the eon. emigrated to
America •nd settled in old Virginia. and
wan • citizen there, when the colonies This never •anes • marve:
struck for independence. He joined the
patriot army and was &terror to the Tories
that swarmed in tbe conntre. And during
his absence from home they came and car-
ried off his negroea, stock and supplies.,
and stripped the house. Th. feather beds
were ripped open and the feathers scat-
tered to the wind. After they left, Adair's
wife gathered up enough feathers from
tour beds to maks one. Mon her bus-
baud returned be found the home dis-
mantled and •ll his property gone hut his
land.
He subsequently removed to South Car-
olina, where be enlisted as one of Marion's
men, and was known as the Swamp Fox.
The Tories Mid for him. but he always
managed to mcape, freqaently leaving •
dead Tory •s a reminder that he had been
thrn .onia occasion hia slipped up to hie
home just after nightfall and found terns
or four Tories In his cabin, trying to make
his wife tell where he was. He watched
from behind the smoke-bower, intending
to let them leave without knowing tie had
been 'there, but on seeing one of them
punch his wife with his gun, his indigna•
tion got the better of his judgment, end
the sharp crack ef hie rifle brought one of
them down; the others fled in wild die-
nasy.
After the close of hostil Mee, as he was
returning home, he ea. waylaid near his
own door by • gang, and ere Melons en-
tared his body and be stropped from his
horse a corpse.
This w•s but a few slays before the
birth of his son, Itekiert Sidney, who aft•
erward grew up to manhood. married and
moved to Gwinnett County, anti settled
on the Yellow river. at the old homestead,
that still belongs in the family. Hers 111.
L. Adair w•ii born and reared.
This old jug. with a poorack and pitch-
fork. has been carefully preeerved in the
family and handed down from sire tow.,
from the days of Robin Adair to this day,
and will be given to Robert Sidney Adair,
HO only son of our fellow.eltleen, to go ott
dowa the generation&
Mr. Adair traces his lineage hack la aa
unbroken current to Bodoni Adair, the
Mend of Burns. Anil he not *sly keeps
math:rms. ombutinutsai: otfhoh isa inot aeraki betlf or amble-
stock that was urn! by lila noted anowitor
sa as banks of **Bonny boon."
MILLIONS OF TREASURE.
The Plasm Thireesals WhIleh Teas el Waver
and Osald rads Every year.
One of the mord unpretentious buildings
on Wall street, lays the New York C'OXI•
mercfnl ,terrertiior, is the United States
essay office. which stands in the shadow
or rather under the wing o( the sub-treas.
ory. Its plain. old-fashooned stone front
gives no token of the hoard of solid wealth
within. One of the most unseeterning and
arable gentlemen on Wall et reet is An-
drew J. Mason, the superintendent of the
assay office. one weuld hardly think to
see him that more gold and silver passes
through his hande each veer tban is han•
dled be duly other mitti in the United
States, or for that matter In the world.
The amity office is the funnel through
which tbe previous metals of the smuntry
pass before they enter the commercial
world. Freon every quarter of the United
States daily shipments are received of
gold, sliver •nd tbe baser metals that
cling so tenaciouely to the more valaable
products, •nd are here melted, separated,
refined and marked with this all-im-
portant stamp of Die United Finites.
"Nearly all of the gold wont here front
foreign countries," sa d Mr. M•son, "comes
to this office. Much of it comes to us di-
rect from the steamere even before it goes
into the hands of consignees. Ali of this
gold Is melted •tol t•sist into bars, except
Spansh and Mexican doubloons and
American coins, only the light
-weight
pieces of which find their way into the
melting crucibles."
"Do you make no exceptions either of
English bars or hers marked with your
own stamper
-No. English, French. and even our own
bars, together with •11 foreign coins, are
subject to the same treatment, first as-
sayed and then east into new bars and
stamped to indicate their fineness ann
value."
eWhy do you resznett Amerman bare
that already bear the assitver's stamp!"
"Because we believe it to be the safer
course to pursue, It obviates any chance
of fraud or deception. and foreign mere
chants are better satisfied when they know
that the same liar is never reissued from
this office."
"Do other Governments rimmed our bar*
also?"
"Not always. If they did we should 0011
receive so many of our own issue back,
England resmelts got,d nuany.I but in
France they genesel'y accept them as
tbey are."
eBut is not the coot of restneltMg and
the loss con•equent upon the operation
heavyr
"On the contrary, it is very slight. The
cost for re•meiting, testing and casting
into new standard bars is only one-tenth
of one per cent. an ounce, while the loos
infinitesiinal."
While Superintendent Mason was talk.
ing a heavy drag backed op to the door of
the assay office and conimeneed to unload
great silver bricks and little, heavy, iron•
bound boxes containing gold. The re-
porter followed th• boxes into the receiv-
ing room, where they were opened •fter a
great deaf of trouble. The contents con-
sisted of gold bars, old gold coin and, in
one instance, • tin box of gold dust. All
of this precious material was taken out
and weighed on scales so delicately bal.
*need that a grain of dust would disturb
the balance. Each lot was dumped into a
separate box to semi its turn tor tits task
by fire as to its purity before it &owe did
duty as a measure of value,
IP 4. 1
Small-Pet.
"A member of my family was [siren
down with the small pox. I immedi-
ately commenced to nee Darbys Prof-
phy lactic Fluid. It kept the atmosphere
of the room pure and fresh. The pati-
ent was greatly relieved, and never for
a moment. delirious; was not pitted, awl
was almut the house &gale in three
week*, and no others hail it "-Jamie
W. PAN". INSioN, Eli " l'he Caterer,"
PhDs , Pa.
es- els-
Samuel Light, Lent-vitt.. was beaten
almost to death by Devi,' Hiehardson on
account of a boy whont liP at-
tempted to puniett for tomato g him.
The I oy was Riehardeon's rumi.
1888.
Harper's Magazine.
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